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Report of the Statutory Auditor 
To the General Meeting of Credit Suisse AG, Zurich 

 
Report of the Statutory Auditor on the Financial Statements 

As statutory auditor, we have audited the accompanying financial statements of Credit Suisse AG, which 
comprise the balance sheet, statement of income, statement of changes in equity and notes for the year 
ended December 31, 2017. 

Board of Directors’ Responsibility 

The Board of Directors is responsible for the preparation of the financial statements in accordance with the 
requirements of Swiss law and Credit Suisse AG’s articles of association. This responsibility includes 
designing, implementing and maintaining an internal control system relevant to the preparation of financial 
statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. The Board of Directors 
is further responsible for selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies and making accounting 
estimates that are reasonable in the circumstances. 

Auditor’s Responsibility 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements based on our audit. We conducted 
our audit in accordance with Swiss law and Swiss Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan 
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance whether the financial statements are free from material 
misstatement.  

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the 
financial statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the assessment 
of the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making 
those risk assessments, the auditor considers the internal control system relevant to the entity’s preparation 
of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but 
not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control system. An 
audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of the accounting policies used and the reasonableness 
of accounting estimates made, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We 
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit 
opinion. 

Opinion 

In our opinion, the financial statements for the year ended December 31, 2017, comply with Swiss law and 
Credit Suisse AG’s articles of association. 
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Report on Key Audit Matters based on the circular 1/2015 of the Federal Audit Oversight 
Authority 

 
Valuation of financial instruments reported at fair value 
 
 
Provisions for litigation and regulatory actions 
 
 
Valuation of the allowance for loan losses 
 
 
Valuation of participations 
 
 
Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most significance in our audit of 
the financial statements of the current period. These matters were addressed in the context of our audit of the 
financial statements as a whole, and in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on 
these matters. 

 
 

 

  
Valuation of financial instruments reported at fair value 

 Key Audit Matter Our response 

 Credit Suisse AG reports financial assets reported at fair 
value of CHF 80.6 billion and financial liabilities reported 
at fair value of CHF 98.7 billion as of December 31, 2017. 
These financial assets represented 14.0% of total assets 
and these financial liabilities represented 18.7% of total 
liabilities as of December 31, 2017. 
 
The fair value of the majority of Credit Suisse AG’s 
financial instruments is based on quoted prices in active 
markets or observable inputs. 
 
In addition, Credit Suisse AG holds financial instruments 
for which no prices are available and which have little or 
no observable inputs. For these financial instruments, fair 
value is determined through the application of valuation 
techniques, which often involve the exercise of judgment 
by management including the use of assumptions and 
estimates. In particular, for financial instruments which 
do not have directly observable market prices, judgment 
is often required to determine modelling assumptions 
that are used in the determination of fair value. Credit 
Suisse AG also has certain financial instruments that 
utilize significant, judgmental inputs with varying degrees 
of observability for purposes of determining fair value. 
Further, Credit Suisse AG applies significant judgment in 
calculating certain valuation adjustments including credit, 
debit and funding valuation adjustments. 

We assessed and tested the design and operating 
effectiveness of the key controls over financial reporting 
with respect to the valuation of financial instruments 
reported at fair value. This included controls over 
independent price verification, valuation model 
approval and the calculation, validation and recording 
of valuation adjustments. 
 
For a sample of financial instruments, we examined the 
appropriateness of models used and valuation inputs or 
data. We compared observable inputs and data against 
independent sources and externally available market 
data. 
 
For a sample of instruments which do not have directly 
observable market prices, we critically examined and 
challenged the assumptions and models used or re-
performed an independent valuation assessment, by 
reference to what we considered to be available 
alternative methods and sensitivities to key factors. 
 
We also evaluated the methodology and inputs used in 
determining key judgmental valuation adjustments 
(including credit, debit, and funding valuation 
adjustments) by critically examining and challenging 
these assumptions and models, and performing 
recalculations for a sample of these adjustments. 
 
We made use of our own valuation specialists in 
performing the above procedures, in particular in 
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relation to the most judgmental financial instruments, 
models, methodologies and assumptions. 

 For further information on the valuation of financial instruments reported at fair value refer to the following: 

— Note 2 Accounting and valuation principles, “Trading assets and liabilities” 

— Note 12 Trading assets and liabilities and other financial instruments held at fair value 

— Note 13 Derivative financial instruments 

 

 

 
Provisions for litigation and regulatory actions 

 Key Audit Matter Our response 

 Credit Suisse AG is involved in a number of judicial, 
regulatory and arbitration proceedings concerning 
matters arising in connection with the conduct of its 
businesses.  The outcome of such cases is dependent 
on the future outcome of continuing legal and regulatory 
processes. Consequently, the calculations of the 
provisions are subject to inherent uncertainty as they rely 
on management judgment about the likelihood and 
amount of liabilities arising from litigation and regulatory 
claims. 

 

We assessed and tested the design and operating 
effectiveness of the key controls over financial reporting 
with respect to provisions for litigation and regulatory 
actions. This included controls over the valuation of the 
litigation provisions and their approval, review and 
disclosure. 
 
We evaluated Credit Suisse AG’s assessment of the 
nature and status of litigation, claims and regulatory 
actions. We considered the legal advice received by 
Credit Suisse AG from in-house counsel, as well as 
external counsel, when relevant, for certain of the more 
significant cases. 
 
We examined Credit Suisse AG’s conclusions with 
respect to the provisions and disclosures made for 
significant cases, considering the results of 
corroborative information obtained from management. 
In view of the significance of the judgments required, 
we examined the more significant provisions in detail. 
For the significant cases, we obtained correspondence 
directly from Credit Suisse AG’s outside attorneys and, 
where appropriate, performed corroborative inquiry of 
outside counsel and tested data and inputs used by 
management in determining their litigation provisions. 
 

 For further information on provisions for litigation and regulatory actions refer to the following: 

— Note 2 Accounting and valuation principles, “Provisions” 

— Note 20 Provisions and valuation adjustments 
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Valuation of the allowance for loan losses 

 Key Audit Matter Our response 

 Credit Suisse AG reports gross loans held at amortized 
cost of CHF 199.1 billion and has recorded an allowance 
for loan losses of CHF 0.9 billion as of December 31, 
2017. 
 
The valuation of the allowance for loan losses relies on 
the application of significant management judgment and 
the use of different modelling techniques and 
assumptions. The specific allowance for loan losses 
involves judgment to estimate the recoverable amount 
and the collateral value. The collective allowance for loan 
losses involves judgment in determining the 
methodology and parameters in calculating the 
allowance at a portfolio level. 
 

We assessed and tested the design and operating 
effectiveness of the key controls over financial reporting 
with respect to the valuation of the allowance for loan 
losses. This included controls over the calculation, 
approval, recording and monitoring of the allowance for 
loan losses. This also included controls over model 
approval, validation and approval of key data inputs and 
the qualitative considerations for potential impairment 
that were not captured by management’s models. 
 
For a sample of loan loss allowances calculated on an 
individual basis we tested the assumptions underlying 
the impairment identification and quantification 
including forecasts of future cash flows, valuation of 
underlying collateral and estimates of recovery on 
default. We also examined a sample of loans which had 
not been identified by management as impaired and 
formed our own opinion about collectability. 
 
For a sample of loan loss allowances calculated on a 
collective basis we tested the underlying models 
including the model approval and validation process. 
We also tested the reasonableness of the inputs to 
those models, such as recovery rates, by comparing 
data and assumptions made to external benchmarks, 
when available.  
 

 For further information on the valuation of allowance for loan losses refer to the following: 

— Note 2 Accounting and valuation principles, “Due from customers and mortgage loans” 

— Note 3 Risk management, “Credit Risk” 

— Note 11 Collateral and impaired loans 

     
Valuation of participations 

 Key Audit Matter Our response 

 Credit Suisse AG reports participations of CHF 75.4 
billion as of December 31, 2017. The participations 
portfolio consists of investments in subsidiary entities 
mainly operating in the banking and finance industry. 

Participations are valued at acquisition cost less 
impairment. For the purpose of impairment testing, the 
portfolio valuation method is applied, and therefore 
impairment is assessed on the level of the entire portfolio 
of participations and not individually for each 
participation. The valuation of participations involves 

We assessed and tested the design and 
implementation of the key controls over financial 
reporting with respect to the valuation of participations. 
This included controls over the identification and 
measurement of impairments, the evaluation of the 
valuation methodology, key inputs and assumptions 
used in the determination of the participation value, and 
management’s annual comparison of legal entity plans 
to past performance. 
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judgment in the projections and assumptions used, which 
are sensitive to the expected future market 
developments that could affect the profitability of these 
entities. 

For a sample of participations, we evaluated key 
assumptions applied in performing the valuation. We 
used our own valuation specialists to critically examine 
and challenge the key assumptions applied by 
benchmarking them against independent data. 

 For further information on the valuation of participations refer to the following: 

— Note 2 Accounting and valuation principles, “Participations” 

 

Report on Other Legal Requirements  

We confirm that we meet the legal requirements on licensing according to the Auditor Oversight Act (AOA) 
and independence (article 728 CO and article 11 AOA) and that there are no circumstances incompatible 
with our independence.  

In accordance with article 728a paragraph 1 item 3 CO and Swiss Auditing Standard 890, we confirm that 
an internal control system exists, which has been designed for the preparation of financial statements 
according to the instructions of the Board of Directors. 

We further confirm that the proposed appropriation of available earnings complies with Swiss law and Credit 
Suisse AG’s articles of association. We recommend that the financial statements submitted to you be 
approved. 

 

KPMG AG 

 

Nicholas Edmonds Ralph Dicht 
Licensed Audit Expert Licensed Audit Expert 
Auditor in Charge 
 

Zurich, Switzerland 
March 23, 2018 
 

KPMG AG, Badenerstrasse 172, PO Box, CH-8036 Zurich 
 
KPMG AG is a subsidiary of KPMG Holding AG, which is a member of the KPMG network of independent firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative 
(“KPMG International”), a Swiss legal entity. All rights reserved. 
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Parent company financial statements
Statements of income
  Reference     
  to notes    in 

    2017  2016 

Statements of income (CHF million)       

Interest and discount income    8,038  8,188 

Interest and dividend income from trading activities    592  627 

Interest and dividend income from financial investments    20  5 

Interest expense    (6,415)  (5,326) 

Gross income from interest activities    2,235  3,494 

(Increase)/release of allowance for default risks and losses from interest activities    (453)  (456) 

Net income from interest activities  4  1,782  3,038 

Commission income from securities trading and investment activities    2,397  3,008 

Commission income from lending activities    753  812 

Commission income from other services    244  626 

Commission expense    (637)  (724) 

Net income from commission and service activities    2,757  3,722 

Net income/(loss) from trading activities and fair value option  5  (199)  (2,408) 

Income/(loss) from the disposal of financial investments    (11)  7 

Income from participations    772  206 

Income from real estate    20  24 

Other ordinary income    1,687  1,087 

Other ordinary expenses    (333)  (405) 

Net income from other ordinary activities    2,135  919 

Personnel expenses  6  2,548  3,576 

General and administrative expenses  7  3,070  3,106 

Total operating expenses    5,618  6,682 

Impairment of participations, depreciation and amortization of tangible fixed assets and intangible assets    432  1,459 

Increase/(release) of provisions and other valuation adjustments, and losses  8  156  86 

Operating profit/(loss)    269  (2,956) 

Extraordinary income  8  364  523 

Extraordinary expenses  8  (5)  0 

Taxes  9  (403)  (404) 

Net profit/(loss)    225  (2,837) 
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Balance sheets
  Reference     
  to notes    end of 

    2017  2016 

Assets (CHF million)       

Cash and other liquid assets    55,149  67,450 

Due from banks    96,652  99,666 

Securities borrowing and reverse repurchase agreements  10  66,677  40,783 

Due from customers  11  193,106  180,426 

Mortgage loans  11  5,051  4,952 

Trading assets  12  48,629  17,586 

Positive replacement values of derivative financial instruments  13  9,046  8,098 

Other financial instruments held at fair value  12  322  314 

Financial investments  14  18,591  6,956 

Accrued income and prepaid expenses    2,810  3,624 

Participations    75,439  74,085 

Tangible fixed assets    2,370  2,592 

Intangible assets    2  5 

Other assets  15  2,374  1,263 

Total assets    576,218  507,800 

   Total subordinated receivables    1,906  2,195  1

      of which receivables subject to contractual mandatory conversion and/or cancellation    550  51 

Liabilities and shareholder’s equity (CHF million)       

Due to banks    74,992  57,569 

Securities lending and repurchase agreements  10  61,064  21,709 

Customer deposits    161,745  144,788 

Trading liabilities  12,18  6,366  1,513 

Negative replacement values of derivative financial instruments  13  8,373  8,055 

Liabilities from other financial instruments held at fair value  12  60,945  61,411 

Bonds and mortgage-backed bonds    149,831  164,958 

Accrued expenses and deferred income    4,617  4,954 

Other liabilities  15  564  445 

Provisions  20  548  588 

Total liabilities    529,045  465,990 

Share capital  21  4,400  4,400 

Legal capital reserves    38,477  33,330 

   of which capital contribution reserves    37,913  32,766 

Legal income reserves    3,461  6,081 

Voluntary income reserves    610  610 

Retained earnings    0  226 

Net profit/(loss)    225  (2,837) 

Total shareholder’s equity    47,173  41,810 

Total liabilities and shareholder’s equity    576,218  507,800 

   Total subordinated liabilities    22,461  22,474  1

      of which liabilities subject to contractual mandatory conversion and/or cancellation    15,976  15,437  1

1 Prior period has been corrected.

Off-balance sheet transactions
end of  2017  2016 

Off-balance sheet transactions (CHF million)     

Contingent liabilities  74,877  170,909 

Irrevocable commitments  85,539  95,213 

Obligations for calls on shares and additional payments  57  155 
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Contingent liabilities to other bank entities include guarantees for 
obligations, performance-related guarantees and letters of com-
fort issued to third parties. Contingencies with a stated amount 
are included in the off-balance sheet section of the financial state-
ments. In some instances, the exposure of Credit Suisse AG 
(Bank parent company) is not defined as an amount but relates to 
specific circumstances such as the solvency of subsidiaries or the 
performance of a service.

Joint and several liability
On November 20, 2016, the Bank parent company transferred its 
universal bank business for Swiss customers, comprising a signifi-
cant part of the division Swiss Universal Bank and parts of the for-
mer Sales and Trading Services (STS), a business area providing 
sales and trading services and which became part of International 
Trading Solutions, to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG. This business 
transfer was executed through a transfer of assets and liabilities 
in accordance with the Swiss Merger Act. By operation of the 
Swiss Merger Act, the Bank parent company assumed a three-
year statutory joint and several liability for obligations existing at 
the transfer date on November 20, 2016 and which were trans-
ferred to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG. With the exception of certain 
claims of employees becoming due up to the date upon which the 
employment relationship could ordinarily have been terminated, or 
was terminated by the employee if the employee declined to trans-
fer to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG, the Bank parent company has 

no liability for obligations incurred by  Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG 
after the asset transfer date.

The Bank parent company entered into a contractual arrange-
ment under which it assumed joint and several liability with respect 
to liabilities of Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG arising in connection 
with Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG’s roles under the covered bonds 
program.

The Bank parent company is a member of Credit Suisse Group 
AG’s Swiss VAT group and therefore subject to joint and several 
liability according to the Swiss VAT Act.

Deposit insurance guarantee programs
Deposit-taking banks and securities dealers in Switzerland are 
required to ensure the payout of privileged deposits in case of 
specified restrictions or compulsory liquidation of a deposit-taking 
bank, and they jointly guarantee an amount of up to CHF 6 bil-
lion. Upon occurrence of a payout event triggered by a specified 
restriction of business imposed by the qSwiss Financial Market 
Supervisory Authority FINMA (FINMA) or by the compulsory liq-
uidation of another deposit-taking bank, the Bank parent com-
pany’s contribution will be calculated based on its share of privi-
leged deposits in proportion to total privileged deposits. Based on 
FINMA’s estimate for the Bank parent company, the Bank’s share 
in the deposit insurance guarantee program for the period July 1, 
2017 to June 30, 2018 is CHF 55 million. This deposit insurance 
guarantee was reflected in contingent liabilities.
u  Refer to “Note 24 – Amounts receivable from and amounts payable to related 
parties” for further information off-balance sheet transactions.

Statement of changes in equity
    Legal  Legal  Voluntary      Total share- 

  Share  capital  income  income  Retained  Net  holder’s 

  capital  reserves  reserves  reserves  earnings  profit/(loss)  equity 

2017 (CHF million)               

Balance at beginning of period  4,400  33,330  6,081  610  226  (2,837)  41,810 

Appropriation of net loss  –  –  –  –  (2,837)  2,837  – 

Transfer of legal income reserves  –  –  (2,621)  –  2,621  –  – 

Capital contributions  –  5,236  1 –  –  –  –  5,236 

Transfer of legal capital reserves  –  (89)  2 –  –  –  –  (89) 

Dividends and other distributions  –  –  –  –  (10)  –  (10) 

Net profit  –  –  –  –  –  225  225 

Balance at end of period  4,400  38,477  3 3,461  610  0  225  47,173 

Rounding differences may occur.
1 Represents a-fonds-perdu contributions in kind to capital contribution reserves of CHF 1,136 million by Credit Suisse Group AG on March 31, 2017 related to the transfer of the equity 

stakes of Neue Aargauer Bank AG, BANK-now AG and Swisscard AECS GmbH and an a-fonds-perdu contribution in cash by Credit Suisse Group AG to the capital contribution reserves 
of CHF 4,100 million on June 8 , 2017.

2 Represents the asset surplus from the transfer of assets and liabilities to Credit Suisse Services AG on July 7, 2017 in accordance with the Swiss Merger Act by way of an a-fonds-perdu 
contribution. The appropriation of capital contribution reserves in the amount of the asset surplus was approved by the Extraordinary General Meeting on June 21, 2017.

3 Includes capital contribution reserves of CHF 37,913 million. Distributions from capital contribution reserves are free of Swiss withholding tax.
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Notes to the financial statements

Notes to the financial statements
1 Business activities, developments and subsequent events

Business activities
Credit Suisse AG (Bank parent company) is a Swiss bank incorpo-
rated as a joint stock corporation (public limited company) with its 
registered office in Zurich, Switzerland.

As of December 31, 2017, the Bank parent company had total 
assets of CHF 576.2 billion and shareholder’s equity of CHF 47.2 
billion. 

The Bank parent company is a 100% subsidiary of Credit 
Suisse Group AG (Group parent company) domiciled in Switzerland. 

The Bank parent company provides private banking and invest-
ment banking services which include comprehensive advice and 
a wide range of financial solutions to private, corporate and insti-
tutional clients. Private clients include qultra-high-net-worth and 
qhigh-net-worth individuals around the globe. The corporate and 
institutional banking business serves large corporate clients, small 
and medium-sized enterprises, institutional clients and financial 
institutions. Services to qaffluent and retail clients in Switzerland 
and to corporate and institutional clients with a focus on the Swiss 
home market are provided by Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG, a 100% 
banking subsidiary of the Bank parent company which started 
operations on November 20, 2016. Its service offering to private, 
corporate and institutional clients comprise of asset management 
services, which includes a wide range of investment products and 
solutions across a diversified range of asset classes, with a focus 
on alternative, traditional and multi-asset portfolios in many areas 
with a broad offering for emerging markets-related investment 
opportunities. 

Number of employees

end of  2017  2016 

Number of employees (full-time equivalents)     

Switzerland  7,500  8,950 

Abroad  4,590  4,940 

Total  12,090  13,890 

Business developments
Developments of the corporate structure
In  order  to a l ign the corporate s t ruc ture of 
Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG with that of the Swiss Universal Bank 
division, the following equity stakes held by the Group parent com-
pany were transferred to Credit Suisse  (Schweiz) AG: (i) 100% 

equity stake in Neue Aargauer Bank AG, (ii) 100% equity stake 
in BANK-now AG, and (iii) 50% equity stake in Swisscard AECS 
GmbH. The transfer of these equity stakes took place by way of 
an a-fonds-perdu contribution (i.e., without consideration) from the 
Group parent company to the Bank parent company and immedi-
ately thereafter via a subsequent sale of these equity stakes from 
the Bank parent company to Credit Suisse  (Schweiz) AG. The 
a-fonds-perdu contribution and the subsequent sale took place 
at the respective equity stakes’ aggregate Swiss GAAP carrying 
value as recorded by the Group parent company. The transfer was 
executed on March 31, 2017.

In February 2017, Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG and Credit 
Suisse Asset Management International Holding Ltd, which is 
wholly owned by the Bank parent company, with a participating 
interest of 49% and 51%, respectively, incorporated Credit Suisse 
Asset Management & Investor Services (Schweiz) Holding AG, a 
holding company domiciled in Switzerland. Credit Suisse Asset 
Management (Schweiz) AG was incorporated in February 2017 
and received the Swiss-related asset management business from 
the Bank parent company by way of an a-fonds-perdu contribution 
through a transfer of assets in accordance with the Swiss Merger 
Act. All transfers of participations were made at the participations’ 
Swiss GAAP carrying value as recorded by the transferor.

Other business developments
In connection with the Group’s centralization of critical shared 
service functions, the Bank parent company transferred certain 
assets and liabilities, employment relationships and other contracts 
to Credit Suisse Services AG in July 2017 in accordance with the 
Swiss Merger Act by way of an a-fonds-perdu contribution. These 
assets, liabilities, employment relationships and other contract 
were related to critical shared services functions.

In November 2017, Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC trans-
ferred several businesses and related inventories, including its pri-
mary and secondary trading and repurchase agreement financing 
of US treasuries, agency specified pools and agency collateralized 
mortgage obligations, to the New York branch of Credit Suisse 
AG.

Subsequent events
There were no subsequent events.
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2 Accounting and valuation principles

Summary of significant accounting and valuation principles
Basis for accounting
The Bank parent company’s stand-alone financial statements are 
prepared in accordance with the accounting rules of the Swiss 
Federal Law on Banks and Savings Banks (Bank Law), the corre-
sponding Implementing Ordinance and qFINMA circular 2015/1, 
“Accounting rules for banks, securities dealers, financial groups 
and conglomerates” (Swiss GAAP statutory) as applicable for the 
preparation of reliable assessment statutory single-entity finan-
cial statements (Statutarischer Einzelabschluss mit zuverlässiger 
Darstellung). Supplemental information on unsecured senior debt 
and structured notes as provided by Note 19 is not a required dis-
closure under these rules.

The Bank’s consolidated financial statements are prepared 
in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in 
the US (US GAAP), which differ in certain material respects from 
Swiss GAAP statutory.
u  Refer to “Note 1 – Summary of significant accounting policies” in VIII – Con-
solidated financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank) for a detailed description of 
the Bank’s accounting and valuation principles.

u  Refer to “Note 39 – Significant valuation and income recognition differences 
between US GAAP and Swiss GAAP banking law (true and fair view)” in VIII 
– Consolidated financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank) for information on 
significant valuation and income recognition differences between US GAAP and 
Swiss GAAP banking law (true and fair view).

The financial year for the Bank parent company ends on 
December 31.

Certain changes were made to the prior year’s financial state-
ments to conform to the current year’s presentation and had no 
impact on net profit/(loss) or total shareholder’s equity.

Recording of transactions
Transactions are generally recognized on a trade date basis at the 
point in time when they become legally binding unless specific 
guidance is provided for settlement date accounting, such as for 
issuances of debt and structured notes.

Foreign currency translations
The Bank parent company’s functional currency is Swiss francs 
(CHF). Transactions denominated in currencies other than the 
functional currency are recorded using the foreign exchange rates 
at the date of the transaction.

Receivables and payables denominated in foreign currency are 
translated to Swiss francs using spot rates as of the balance sheet 
date. Gains and losses from foreign exchange rate differences are 
recorded in the statements of income in net income/(loss) from 
trading activities and fair value option. Participations, tangible fixed 
assets and intangible assets denominated in foreign currency are 
translated to Swiss francs using the historical exchange rates. 

Assets and liabilities of foreign branches are translated 
to Swiss francs using spot rates as of the balance sheet date. 
Income and expense items of foreign branches are translated 

at weighted-average exchange rates for the year. All foreign 
exchange translation effects are recognized in the statements of 
income in net income/(loss) from trading activities and fair value 
option.

The following table provides the foreign exchange rates applied 
for the preparation of the Bank parent company’s stand-alone 
financial statements.

Foreign exchange rates
    End of 

  2017  2016 

1 USD / 1 CHF  0.98  1.02 

1 EUR / 1 CHF  1.17  1.07 

1 GBP / 1 CHF  1.32  1.26 

100 JPY / 1 CHF  0.87  0.87 

Cash and other liquid assets
Cash and other liquid assets are recognized at their nominal value.

Due from banks
Amounts due from banks, including interest due but not paid, are 
recognized at their nominal value less any necessary valuation 
adjustments.

Due from customers and mortgage loans
Amounts due from customers and mortgage loans, including inter-
est due but not paid, are recognized at their nominal value less any 
necessary valuation adjustments.

All customer loans are assessed individually for default risks 
and, where necessary, valuation adjustments are recorded in 
accordance with internal policies. These valuation adjustments 
take into account the value of the collateral and the financial stand-
ing of the borrower (counterparty risk). The Bank parent company 
evaluates many factors when determining valuation adjustments, 
including the volatility of default probabilities, rating changes, the 
magnitude of potential loss, internal risk ratings, and geographic, 
industry and other economic factors.

Valuation adjustments are netted with the corresponding 
assets.

Trading assets and liabilities
In order to qualify as trading activity, positions (assets and liabili-
ties) have to be actively managed with the objective of realizing 
gains from fluctuations in market prices which includes an ongoing 
willingness to increase, decrease, close or hedge risk positions. 
Trading positions also include positions held with the intention of 
generating gains from arbitrage. The designation as trading posi-
tion has to be made, and documented accordingly, upon conclu-
sion of the transaction.

Trading securities are carried at q fair value with changes in 
fair value recorded in the statements of income in net income/
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(loss) from trading activities and fair value option. The fair value is 
determined using either the price set on a price-efficient and liquid 
market or a price calculated using a valuation model.

Interest and dividend income resulting from trading positions 
is recorded in gross income from interest activities. Refinancing 
costs are not charged to net income from trading activities and fair 
value option.

Reclassifications between trading assets, financial investments 
and participations are allowed. Such reclassifications are recorded 
at the fair value valid at the time when the decision to reclassify is 
made. Resulting gains or losses are recognized applying the same 
accounting principles as for the recognition of results from the dis-
posal of such assets.

Derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting
Derivative financial instruments consist of trading and hedging 
instruments.

qPositive and qnegative replacement values of outstanding 
derivative financial instruments arising from transactions for the 
Bank parent company’s own account are disclosed as separate 
line items in the balance sheet, with related fair value changes 
recorded in net income from trading activities and fair value option.

Replacement values of derivative financial instruments arising 
from transactions for the account of customers are recognized 
only if a risk exists that a customer or other counterparty (e.g., 
exchange, exchange member, issuer of the instrument, broker) 
of a transaction is no longer able to meet its obligations resulting 
in an exposure to loss for the Bank parent company during the 
remaining term of the contract.

Hedge accounting is determined, tested for effectiveness and 
disclosed in accordance with US GAAP as allowed under Swiss 
GAAP statutory accounting rules. Derivative financial instruments 
used as hedging instruments in hedging relationships are always 
recorded at fair value.

For fair value hedges, to the extent these hedges are effective, 
the gains and losses resulting from the valuation of the hedging 
instruments are recorded in the same statements of income line 
items in which gains and losses from the hedged items are rec-
ognized. Gains and losses resulting from fair valuing the risk being 
hedged of the hedged items are not recorded as an adjustment 
to the carrying value of the hedged items but are recorded in the 
compensation account included in other assets or other liabilities. 
Any changes in fair value representing hedging ineffectiveness are 
recorded in net income from trading activities and fair value option.

For cash flow hedges, to the extent these hedges are effec-
tive, gains and losses resulting from the valuation of the hedg-
ing instruments are deferred and recorded in the compensation 
account included in other assets or other liabilities. The deferred 
amounts are released and recorded in the statements of income 
in the same period when the cash flows from the hedged transac-
tions or hedged items are recognized in earnings. Any changes in 
fair value representing hedging ineffectiveness are recorded in net 
income from trading activities and fair value option.

Other financial instruments held at fair value and liabilities 
from other financial instruments held at fair value
Financial instruments which are not part of the trading portfo-
lio may be measured at fair value and classified in other finan-
cial instruments held at fair value or liabilities from other financial 
instruments held at fair value if all of the following conditions are 
met:
p The financial instruments are valued at fair value and are sub-

ject to risk management corresponding to that for trading posi-
tions including a documented risk management and investment 
strategy which ensures appropriate recognition, measurement 
and limitation of the miscellaneous risks.

p An economic hedging relationship between the financial instru-
ments on the asset side and the financial instruments on the 
liability side exists and gains and losses from the fair valuation 
of these financial instruments are largely offset (avoidance of 
an accounting mismatch).

p Impacts of changes in own credit spreads on the fair value of 
an issued debt instrument following initial recognition cannot 
be reflected in the statements of income. Impacts of changes 
in own credit spreads are recognized in the compensation 
account.

Changes in fair value are recorded in net income from trading 
activities and fair value option.

Participations
Equity securities in a company, which are owned by the Bank par-
ent company, qualify as a participation if these securities are held 
for the purpose of permanent investment, irrespective of the per-
centage of voting shares held, or, if these equity securities are in a 
banking and financial market infrastructure enterprise, in particular 
participations in joint organizations. Participations can be held by 
the Bank parent company in Switzerland and its foreign branches. 

Participations are measured at acquisition cost less any impair-
ments. Goodwill and intangible assets related to the acquisition of 
a participation are part of the participation’s historical cost under 
Swiss GAAP statutory and not separately identified and recorded. 
For the purpose of impairment testing, the portfolio valuation 
method is applied. Impairment is assessed at each balance sheet 
date or at any point in time when facts and circumstances would 
indicate that an event has occurred which triggers an impairment 
review. The amount of impairment, if any, is assessed on the level 
of the entire portfolio of participations and not individually for 
each participation. An impairment is recorded if the carrying value 
exceeds the fair value of the participation portfolio. If the fair value 
of participations recovers significantly and is considered sustain-
able, a prior period impairment can be reversed up to the historical 
cost value of the participations.

Other assets and other liabilities
Other assets and other liabilities are generally recorded at cost or 
nominal value. Other assets and other liabilities include the net bal-
ance of the compensation accounts. The compensation accounts 
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are used to record the hedge effectiveness, impacts from changes 
in own credit spreads and deferred gains or losses from the sale of 
debt securities held-to-maturity. 

Changes in the book values of assets and liabilities that are not 
recognized in the statements of income of a reporting period are 
recorded in the compensation account as assets or liabilities. The 
gross amounts of compensation account assets and liabilities are 
offset and reported net on the balance sheet either in other assets 
or in other liabilities.

Due to banks
Amounts due to banks are recognized at their nominal value.

Customer deposits
Amounts due in respect of customer deposits are recognized at 
their nominal value.

Bonds and mortgage-backed bonds
Bonds and mortgage-backed bonds are carried at amortized cost. 
Debt issuance costs are recorded in other assets and other liabili-
ties, respectively.

Provisions
Provisions are recorded to cover specific risks related to a past 
event prior to the balance sheet date. Provisions represent a prob-
able obligation for which amount and/or due date are uncertain but 
can be reasonably estimated. Where the time factor has a material 
impact, the amount of the provision is discounted.

Provisions which are no longer economically necessary and 
which are not used in the same reporting period to cover probable 
obligations of the same nature are released to income:
p tax provisions through line item taxes;
p provisions for pension benefit obligations and staff-related 

restructuring provisions through personnel expenses; and
p provisions for off-balance sheet related default risks and other 

provisions including litigation provisions through line item 
increase/(release) of provisions and other value adjustments, 
and losses.

Commission income
Commission income is recognized when arrangements exist, ser-
vices have been rendered, the revenue is fixed or determinable and 
collectability is reasonably assured. As applicable, commissions 
and fees are recognized ratably over the service period and either 
accrued or deferred in the balance sheet in the line items accrued 
income and prepaid expenses and accrued expenses and deferred 
income, respectively.

Commission income and commission expense are generally 
recorded on a gross basis in the statements of income.

Income tax accounting
Income taxes are based on the tax laws of each tax jurisdiction 
and are expensed in the period in which the taxable profits are 
made.

Tax provisions are recognized in the statements of income in 
line item taxes and included in provisions on the balance sheet.

In line with the accounting rules for single-entity statutory 
financial statements, deferred tax assets on net operating losses 
are not recognized. Deferred taxation items for temporary differ-
ences between the carrying value of an asset or a liability under 
Swiss GAAP statutory and the respective value for tax reporting, 
i.e., its tax base, are also not recognized.

Extraordinary income and expense
The recognition of extraordinary income or expense is limited to 
transactions which are non-recurring and non-operating, such 
as the disposal of fixed assets or participations, or income and 
expense related to other reporting periods if they account for the 
correction of errors with regard to non-operating transactions of 
prior periods.

Contingent liabilities and irrevocable commitments
Contingent liabilities are recorded as off-balance sheet transac-
tions at their maximum potential payment amounts. Irrevocable 
commitments are recorded as off-balance sheet transactions at 
their nominal values, except for irrevocable commitments with a 
remaining maturity of less than six weeks which are excluded from 
the disclosure. As necessary, related provisions are recorded on 
the balance sheet in line item provisions.

Capital adequacy disclosures
Capital adequacy disclosures for the Group and the Bank parent 
company are presented in the publications “Pillar 3 and regulatory 
disclosures – Credit Suisse Group AG” and “Regulatory disclosures 
– Subsidiaries”, respectively, which will be available on the Group’s 
website credit-suisse.com/regulatorydisclosures.

New accounting policies to be adopted in future periods
Individual valuation of participations
Under the revised Banking Ordinance of April 30, 2014, which 
entered into force on January 1, 2015, certain regulations, such as 
the individual valuation of participations, tangible fixed assets and 
intangible assets are subject to transitional provisions until the full 
implementation of the regulation effective January 1, 2020. The 
requirements regarding individual valuation of tangible fixed assets 
and intangible assets are met by the Bank parent company’s cur-
rent accounting policies. For participations, the Bank parent com-
pany is currently assessing the impact of a change in valuation 
principle from the portfolio valuation method to the individual valu-
ation method. It has not yet elected the adoption date for this new 
valuation principle.

As of December 31, 2017, the carrying value of participa-
tions included total unrealized losses on certain participations of 
CHF 6,947 million, which were netted with unrealized gains on 
other participations of the same amount in accordance with the 
portfolio method applied under the current accounting policy.
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Prior period information
In the Bank parent company’s balance sheet as of December 31, 
2016, total subordinated receivables increased CHF 289 million, 
mainly reflecting a correction for subordinated trading book posi-
tions from a foreign branch. Total subordinated liabilities decreased 
CHF 142 million, mainly reflecting a correction for off-balance 
sheet collateral-related liabilities. Total subordinated liabilities 

subject to contractual mandatory conversion and/or cancellation 
include additional positions of CHF 8,125 million relating to certain 
low-trigger tier 1 capital instruments. In “Note 11 – Collateral and 
impaired loans”, gross impaired loans as of December 31, 2016 
increased CHF 261 million to reflect impaired accrued interest 
on certain loan portfolios. These changes had no impact on net 
profit/(loss) or shareholders’ equity.

3 Risk management, use of derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting

Risk management
Prudent risk taking in line with the strategic priorities of the Bank 
parent company and its subsidiaries (the Bank) is fundamental to 
its business. The primary objectives of risk management are to 
protect the Bank’s financial strength and reputation, while ensur-
ing that capital is well deployed to support business growth and 
activities. The Bank’s risk management framework is based on 
transparency, management accountability and independent over-
sight. Risk management is an integral part of the Bank’s business 
planning process with strong senior management and Board of 
Directors (Board) involvement.

Risk governance
The Bank’s risk governance framework is based on a “three lines 
of defense” governance model, where each line has a specific role 
with defined responsibilities and works in close collaboration to 
identify, assess and mitigate risks.

The first line of defense is the front office, which is responsible 
for pursuing suitable business opportunities within the strategic 
risk objectives and compliance requirements of the Bank. Its pri-
mary responsibility is to ensure compliance with relevant legal and 
regulatory requirements and maintain effective internal controls.

The second line of defense includes functions such as risk 
management, compliance, legal and product control. It articulates 
standards and expectations for the effective management of risk 
and controls, including advising on applicable legal and regulatory 
requirements and publishing related policies, and monitors and 
assesses compliance with regulatory and internal standards. The 
second line of defense is separate from the front office and acts as 
an independent control function, responsible for reviewing, mea-
suring and challenging front office activities and producing inde-
pendent assessments and risk management reporting for senior 
management and regulatory authorities.

The third line of defense is the internal audit function, which 
monitors the effectiveness of controls across various functions and 
operations, including risk management and governance practices.

Risk management of the Bank is aligned to the overall risk 
management governance of the Group. All members of the Board 
and the Executive Board of the Bank are also members of the 
Board and the Executive Board of the Group. The Bank’s gover-
nance includes a committee structure and a comprehensive set of 
corporate policies which are developed, reviewed and approved by 
the Board, the Executive Board, their respective committees, the 

Group Chief Risk Officer (CRO) and the Group Chief Compliance 
and Regulatory Affairs Officer (CCRO), in accordance with their 
respective responsibilities and levels of authority.

Board of Directors
The Board is responsible for the Bank’s strategic direction, super-
vision and control, and for defining the Bank’s overall tolerance for 
risk in the form of a risk appetite statement and overall risk limits. 
Overall risk limits are set by the Board in consultation with its Risk 
Committee. 

The Risk Committee is responsible for assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its oversight responsibilities by providing guidance regard-
ing risk governance and the development of the Bank’s risk profile 
and capital adequacy, including the regular review of major risk 
exposures and overall risk limits.

The Audit Committee is responsible for assisting the Board in 
fulfilling its oversight responsibilities by monitoring management’s 
approach with respect to financial reporting, internal controls, 
accounting and legal and regulatory compliance. Additionally, the 
Audit Committee is responsible for monitoring the independence 
and performance of internal and external auditors.

Executive Board
The Executive Board is responsible for developing and implement-
ing the Bank’s strategic business plans, subject to approval by the 
Board. It further reviews and coordinates significant initiatives for 
the risk management function and establishes Bank-wide risk poli-
cies. The Group CRO and CCRO are members of the Executive 
Board and represent the risk management and compliance func-
tions, respectively, reporting to the Group Chief Executive Officer 
(CEO) and, at least annually, to the Board.

Executive Board committees
The Capital Allocation & Risk Management Committee (CARMC) 
is responsible for overseeing and directing the Bank’s risk profile, 
recommending risk limits at the Bank level to the Risk Committee 
and the Board, establishing and allocating risk appetite among 
the various businesses, reviewing new significant business strate-
gies or changes in business strategies including business migra-
tions, making risk-related decisions on escalations, and for apply-
ing measures, methodologies and tools to monitor and manage 
the risk portfolio. CARMC meets monthly and conducts reviews 
according to the following three rotating cycles. The asset & 
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liability management cycle reviews the funding and balance sheet 
trends and activities, plans and monitors regulatory and business 
liquidity requirements and internal and regulatory capital adequacy. 
The market & credit risks cycle defines and implements risk man-
agement strategies for the Bank businesses, sets and approves 
risk appetite within Board-approved limits and other appropriate 
measures to monitor and manage the risk profile of the Bank and 
allocates liquidity resources and sets liquidity risk limits for individ-
ual divisions. The internal control system cycle monitors and ana-
lyzes significant legal and compliance risks, reviews and approves 
the business continuity program’s alignment with the corporate 
strategy on an annual basis, sets limits, caps and triggers on spe-
cific businesses to control significant operational risk exposure, 
and reviews and assesses the appropriateness and efficiency of 
the internal control systems.

The Valuation Risk Management Committee (VARMC) is 
responsible for establishing policies regarding the valuation of cer-
tain material assets and the policies and calculation methodologies 
applied in the valuation process.

The Risk Processes & Standards Committee (RPSC) reviews 
major risk management processes, issues general instructions, 
standards and processes concerning risk management, approves 
material changes in market, credit and operational risk manage-
ment standards, policies and related methodologies, and approves 
the standards of the Bank’s internal models used for calculating 
regulatory capital.

The Reputational Risk & Sustainability Committee (RRSC) 
sets policies and reviews processes and significant cases relat-
ing to reputational risks and sustainability issues. It also ensures 
adherence to the Bank’s reputational and sustainability policies 
and oversees their implementation.

Risk appetite framework
The Bank maintains a comprehensive Bank-wide risk appetite 
framework, which is governed by a global policy and provides a 
robust foundation for risk appetite setting and management across 
the Bank. A key element of the framework is a detailed statement 
of the Board-approved risk appetite which is aligned to the Bank’s 
financial and capital plans. The framework also encompasses the 
processes and systems for assessing the appropriate level of risk 
appetite required to constrain the Bank’s overall risk profile.

The Bank risk appetite framework is governed by an overarch-
ing global policy that encompasses the suite of specific policies, 
processes and systems with which the risk constraints are cali-
brated and the risk profile is managed. The framework is guided by 
the following strategic risk objectives:
p  maintaining Bank-wide capital adequacy above minimum regu-

latory requirements under both normal and stressed conditions;
p  promoting stability of earnings to support performance in line 

with financial objectives;
p  ensuring sound management of liquidity and funding risk in 

normal and stressed conditions;
p  proactively controlling concentration risks;

p  managing operational and compliance risk within the Bank’s 
enterprise risk and control framework (ERCF) to ensure sus-
tainable performance;

p  minimizing reputational risk; and
p  managing and mitigating conduct risk.

Bank-wide risk appetite is determined in partnership with the 
financial and capital planning process on an annual basis, based 
on bottom-up forecasts that reflect planned risk-usage by the 
businesses and top-down, Board-driven strategic risk objectives 
and risk appetite. Scenario stress testing of financial and capi-
tal plans is an essential element in the risk appetite calibration 
process as a key means through which the Bank’s strategic risk 
objectives, financial resources and business plans are aligned. The 
capital plans are also analyzed using the Bank’s economic capital 
coverage ratio, which provides a further means of assessing bot-
tom-up risk plans with respect to available capital resources. The 
risk appetite is approved through a number of internal governance 
forums, including joint approval by the Group CRO and the Chief 
Financial Officer (CFO), the Risk Appetite Review Committee (a 
sub-committee of CARMC), CARMC, the Risk Committee and, 
subsequently, by the Board.

The risk appetite statement is the formal plan, approved by the 
Board, for Bank-wide risk appetite. Key divisional allocations are 
cascaded from the Bank and approved in divisional risk manage-
ment committees. Legal entity risk appetites are allocated from the 
Bank and are approved by the local legal entity board of directors.

A core aspect of the Bank’s risk appetite framework is a sound 
system of integrated risk constraints to maintain the Bank’s risk 
profile within its overall risk appetite. The Bank’s risk appetite 
framework utilizes a suite of different types of risk constraints to 
reflect the aggregate risk appetite of the Bank and to further cas-
cade risk appetite across its organization, including among busi-
ness divisions and legal entities. The risk constraints restrict the 
Bank’s maximum balance sheet and off-balance sheet exposure 
given the market environment, business strategy and financial 
resources available to absorb losses.

Risk coverage and management
The Bank uses a wide range of risk management practices to 
address the variety of risks that arise from its business activities. 
Policies, limits, guidelines, processes, standards, risk assessment 
and measurement methodologies, and risk monitoring and report-
ing are key components of its risk management practices. The 
Bank’s risk management practices complement each other in the 
Bank’s analysis of potential loss, support the identification of inter-
dependencies and interactions of risks across the organization and 
provide a comprehensive view of its exposures. The Bank regularly 
reviews and updates its risk management practices to ensure con-
sistency with its business activities and relevance to its business 
and financial strategies.

The key risk types, their definitions and key risk evaluation 
methods are summarized in the table “Key risk types overview”.
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Key risk types overview

Fiduciary risk: The risk of financial loss arising when the Bank or its employees, acting in a fiduciary 
capacity as trustee, investment manager or as mandated by law, do not act in the best interest of the  client 
in connection with the advice and management of our client’s assets including from a product-related 
 market, credit, liquidity and operational risk perspective.

Strategic risk: The risk of financial loss or reputational damage arising from inappropriate strategic 
decisions, ineffective implementation of business strategies or an inability to adapt business strategies in 
response to changes in the business environment.

Key risk types and definition

Liquidity and funding risks: The risk that the Bank does not have the appropriate amount of funding and 
liquidity to meet its obligations.

Market risk: The risk of financial loss from adverse changes in market risk factors, including interest rates, 
credit spreads, foreign exchange rates, equity and commodity prices, and other factors such as market 
volatility and the correlation of market prices across asset classes.

Credit risk: The risk of financial loss arising as a result of a borrower or counterparty failing to meet its 
financial obligations or as a result of deterioration in the credit quality of the borrower or counterparty.

Model risk: The risk of adverse consequences from decisions made based on model results that may be 
incorrect, misinterpreted or used inappropriately.

Operational risk: The risk of financial loss arising from inadequate or failed internal processes, people or 
systems, or from external events.

Reputational risk: The risk that negative perception by our stakeholders may adversely impact client 
acquisition and damage our business relationships with clients and counterparties, affecting staff morale 
and reducing access to funding sources.

Conduct risk: The risk that improper behavior or judgment by the Bank’s employees may result in a 
negative financial, non-financial or reputational impact to our clients, employees or the Bank or negatively 
impact the integrity of the financial markets.

Technology risk: The risk that technology-related failures, such as service outages or information 
 security incidents, may disrupt business.

Legal risk: The risk of loss or any other material adverse impact arising from circumstances  including the 
failure to comply with legal obligations, changes in enforcement practices, the making of a legal  challenge or 
claim against the Bank, the inability to enforce legal rights or the failure to take measures to  protect rights.

Compliance and regulatory risk: The risk from the failure to comply with laws, regulations, rules or mar-
ket standards that may have a negative effect on the Bank’s franchise and clients it serves. It includes the 
risk that changes in laws, regulations, rules or market standards may limit the Bank’s activities and have a 
negative effect on its business or its ability to implement strategic initiatives, or can result in an increase in 
operating costs for the business or make our products and services more expensive for clients.

Key risk evaluation methods

Liquidity coverage ratio, net stable funding ratio, liquidity 
barometer, stress testing

Value-at-risk, sensitivities, economic risk capital, stress 
testing

Gross and net loan exposures, commitments, probability 
of default, loss given default, exposure at default, poten-
tial future exposure, country exposures, economic risk 
capital, stress testing

Risk and control self-assessments, independent model 
validation, aggregate model risk reports

p Enterprise risk and controls framework including risk 
and control assessments, compliance risk assess-
ments, key risk and  control indicators, internal and 
external incident data,  scenario analysis, stress testing

p Group Code of Conduct and associated conduct and 
ethics standards

p Technology risk management program, business 
 continuity testing

p Legal risk assessments

p A comprehensive assessment for these risk types may 
be performed either periodically and/or in response to 
particular events.

p The results of the analysis impacts management actions 
such as strategy adjustments, tactical measures, policy 
adjustments, event-driven crisis guidelines, staff training 
and individual performance measurement.

p The risk management actions may include both pre-
cautionary activities to manage risk and issue resolu-
tion activities to recover from adverse developments

It is important both to evaluate each risk type separately and 
assess the risk types’ combined impact on the Bank, which helps 
ensure that the Bank’s overall risk profile remains within the Bank-
wide risk appetite.

The primary evaluation methods used to assess Bank-wide 
quantifiable risks include economic risk capital and stress testing.

Economic risk capital
Economic risk capital is used as a consistent and comprehensive 
tool for capital management, limit monitoring and performance 
management. Economic risk capital is the core Bank-wide risk 
management tool for measuring and reporting the combined 
impact from quantifiable risks such as market, credit, operational, 
pension, expense and model risks, each of which has an impact on 
the Bank’s capital position.

Under the Basel framework, the Bank is required to maintain 
a robust and comprehensive framework for assessing capital ade-
quacy, defining internal capital targets and ensuring that these capi-
tal targets are consistent with its overall risk profile and the current 
operating environment. The Bank’s economic risk capital model rep-
resents its internal view of the amount of capital required to support 
its business activities.

During 2017, as part of the economic risk capital strategic 
development program to further embed economic risk capital into 
the Bank’s risk appetite framework, the Bank continued to develop 
and implement a suite of metrics and models that better assess, 
monitor and manage capital adequacy and solvency risk in severe 
stress events such as business recovery or resolution.
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Stress testing
Stress testing or scenario analysis provides an additional approach 
to risk management and formulates hypothetical questions, includ-
ing what would happen to the Bank’s portfolio if, for example, his-
toric or adverse forward-looking events were to occur.

Stress testing is a fundamental element of the Bank-wide risk 
appetite framework included in overall risk management to ensure 
that the Bank’s financial position and risk profile provide sufficient 
resilience to withstand the impact of severe economic conditions. 
Stress testing results are monitored against limits, used in risk appe-
tite discussions and strategic business planning, and to support the 
Bank’s internal capital adequacy assessment. Within the risk appe-
tite framework, CARMC sets Bank-wide and divisional stressed posi-
tion loss limits to correspond to minimum post-stress capital ratios.

Liquidity and funding risks
The Bank’s liquidity and funding profile reflects its strategy and risk 
appetite and is driven by business activity levels and the overall oper-
ating environment. The liquidity and funding strategy is approved by 
CARMC and overseen by the Board. The implementation and execu-
tion of the funding and liquidity strategy is managed by the treasury 
function. The treasury function ensures adherence to the funding 
policy and the efficient coordination of the secured funding desks. 
This approach enhances the Bank’s ability to manage potential 
liquidity and funding risks and to promptly adjust its liquidity and fund-
ing levels to meet stress situations. The Bank’s liquidity and funding 
profile is regularly reported to CARMC and the Board, who define the 
Bank’s risk tolerance, including liquidity risk, and set parameters for 
the balance sheet and funding usage of its businesses.

Market risk
Market risk is the risk of financial loss arising from movements in 
market risk factors. The movements in market risk factors that 
generate financial losses are considered to be adverse changes in 
interest rates, credit spreads, foreign exchange rates, equity and 
commodity prices and other factors, such as market volatility and 
the correlation of market prices across asset classes. A typical 
transaction or position in financial instruments may be exposed to 
a number of different market risk factors. The Bank’s trading (trad-
ing book) and non-trading (banking book) business activities have 
different sources of market risk. 

The classification of assets and liabilities into trading book and 
banking book portfolios determines the approach for analyzing the 
Bank’s market risk exposure. This classification reflects the busi-
ness and risk management perspective with respect to trading 
intent, and may be different from the classification of these assets 
and liabilities for financial reporting purposes.

Market risks from the trading book relate to trading activities, 
primarily in the divisions Global Markets (as well as through a part-
nership with International Wealth Management and Swiss Univer-
sal Bank under Global Markets’ risk oversight), Asia Pacific and 
the Strategic Resolution Unit.

Market risks from the banking book primarily relate to asset 
and liability mismatch exposures, equity participations and 

investments in bonds and money market instruments. The Bank’s 
businesses and the treasury function have non-trading portfolios 
that carry market risks, mainly related to changes in interest rates 
but also to changes in foreign exchange rates, equity prices and, 
to a lesser extent, commodity prices.

The Bank uses market risk measurement and management 
methods capable of calculating comparable exposures across its 
many activities and employs focused tools that can model unique 
characteristics of certain instruments or portfolios. The tools are 
used for internal market risk management, internal market risk 
reporting and external disclosure purposes. The Bank’s principal 
market risk measurement for the trading book is q value-at-risk 
(VaR). In addition, the Bank’s market risk exposures are reflected 
in scenario analysis, as included in the stress testing framework, 
qposition risk, as included in economic risk capital, and sensitiv-
ity analysis. Each market risk measurement aims to estimate the 
potential loss that the Bank can incur due to an adverse market 
movement with varying degrees of severity. VaR, scenario analy-
sis, position risk and sensitivity analysis complement each other 
in the Bank’s market risk assessment and are used to measure 
market risk at the level of the Bank. For example, interest rate risk 
for banking book positions is measured by estimating the impact 
resulting from a one basis point parallel increase in yield curves on 
the q fair value of interest rate-sensitive banking book positions 
and other measures including the potential value change resulting 
from a significant change in yield curves.

In the banking book, savings accounts and many other retail 
banking products have no contractual maturity date or direct mar-
ket-linked interest rate and are risk-managed on a pooled basis 
using replication portfolios on behalf of the private banking, corpo-
rate and institutional businesses. The replication portfolios approxi-
mate the interest rate characteristics of the underlying products. 
This particular source of market risk is monitored on a daily basis.

The majority of non-trading foreign exchange risk is associated 
with the Bank’s net investment in foreign branches, subsidiaries 
and affiliates denominated in currencies other than Swiss francs. 
This exposure is actively managed to hedge capital and leverage 
ratios and is governed within the Bank’s risk appetite framework.

Credit risk
Credit risk is the risk of financial loss arising as a result of a borrower 
or counterparty failing to meet its financial obligations or as a result 
of deterioration in the credit quality of the borrower or counterparty.

The majority of the Bank’s credit risk arises from its activities 
in retail and private banking as well as with corporate and insti-
tutional clients in the five divisions Swiss Universal Bank, Inter-
national Wealth Management, Asia Pacific, Global Markets and 
Investment Banking & Capital Markets, and the residual activities 
in the Strategic Resolution Unit. Credit risk arises from lending 
products, irrevocable loan commitments, credit guarantees and 
letters of credit, and results from counterparty exposure arising 
from qderivatives, foreign exchange and other transactions.

Effective credit risk management is a structured process to 
assess, measure, monitor and manage risk on a consistent basis. 
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This requires careful consideration of proposed extensions of 
credit, the setting of specific limits, monitoring during the life of 
the exposure, active use of credit mitigation tools and a disciplined 
approach to recognizing credit impairment.

The Bank’s credit risk management framework applies to all of the 
Bank’s credit exposure and includes the following core components:
p  individual counterparty rating systems;
p  transaction rating systems;
p  a counterparty credit limit system;
p  country concentration limits;
p  industry concentration limits;
p  product limits;
p  risk-based pricing methodologies;
p  active credit portfolio management; and
p  a credit risk provisioning methodology.

The Bank employs a set of credit ratings for the purpose of inter-
nally rating counterparties to whom it is exposed to credit risk as 
the contractual party, including with respect to loans, loan commit-
ments, securities financings or qover-the-counter (OTC) derivative 
contracts. Credit ratings are intended to reflect the risk of default of 
each counterparty. Ratings are assigned based on internally devel-
oped rating models and processes, which are subject to governance 
and internally independent validation procedures. The Bank’s inter-
nal ratings may differ from a counterparty’s external ratings, if one is 
available. Internal ratings are regularly reviewed depending on expo-
sure type, client segment, collateral or event-driven developments. 
For the calculation of internal risk estimates (e.g., an estimate of 
expected loss in the event of a counterparty default) and q risk-
weighted assets, a qprobability of default, q loss given default and 
q exposure at default are assigned to each facility. These three 
parameters are primarily derived from internally developed statistical 
models that have been backtested against internal experience, vali-
dated by a function independent of the model owners on a regular 
basis and approved by the Bank’s main regulators for application in 
the regulatory capital calculation in the qadvanced internal ratings-
based approach (A-IRB) under the Basel framework.

Credit limits are used to manage individual counterparty credit 
risk. A system of limits is also established to address concentration 
risk in the portfolio, including a comprehensive set of country limits 
and limits for certain products and industries. In addition, credit 
risk concentration is regularly supervised by credit and risk man-
agement committees, taking current market conditions and trend 
analysis into consideration. A rigorous credit quality review process 
provides an early identification of possible changes in the cred-
itworthiness of clients and includes regular asset and collateral 
quality reviews, business and financial statement analysis, and rel-
evant economic and industry studies. Regularly updated watch lists 
and review meetings are used for the identification of counterpar-
ties that could be subject to adverse changes in creditworthiness.

Default risks, impairments and credit risk provisioning methodology
The Bank’s regular review of the credit quality of clients and coun-
terparties does not depend on the accounting treatment of the 

asset or commitment. The appropriateness of allowances for credit 
losses is regularly reviewed. Impaired transactions are further clas-
sified as potential problem exposure, non-performing exposure, 
non-interest-earning exposure or restructured exposure, and the 
exposures are generally managed within credit recovery units. At 
the level of the Bank, the credit portfolio & provisions review com-
mittee regularly determines the adequacy of allowances.

The Bank maintains specific valuation allowances on loans val-
ued at amortized cost, which are considered a reasonable estimate 
of losses identified in the existing credit portfolio. Provisions for loan 
losses are established based on a regular and detailed analysis of 
all counterparties, taking collateral value into consideration. If uncer-
tainty exists as to the repayment of either principal or interest, a 
specific valuation allowance is either created or adjusted accordingly. 
The specific allowance for loan losses is revalued by credit risk man-
agement at least annually or more frequently depending on the risk 
profile of the borrower or credit relevant events.

An inherent loss allowance is estimated for all loans not spe-
cifically identified as impaired and that, on a portfolio basis, are 
considered to contain inherent losses. The method for determining 
the inherent loss in the lending portfolios of Global Markets and 
Investment Banking & Capital Markets is based on a model using 
long-term industry-wide historical default and recovery data taking 
into account the credit rating and industry of each counterparty. A 
separate component of the calculation reflects the current market 
conditions in the allowance for loan losses. Depending on the nature 
of the exposures, this method may also be applied for the lending 
portfolios in Swiss Universal Bank, International Wealth Manage-
ment, Asia Pacific and the Strategic Resolution Unit. For all other 
exposures, inherent losses in the lending portfolios of these divisions 
are determined based on current internal risk ratings, collateral and 
exposure structure, applying historical default and loss experience in 
the ratings and loss parameters. Qualitative adjustments to reflect 
current market conditions or any other factors not captured by the 
model are approved by management and reflected in the allowance 
for loan losses. A provision for inherent losses on off-balance sheet 
lending-related exposure, such as contingent liabilities and irrevo-
cable commitments, is also determined, using a methodology similar 
to that used for the loan portfolio.

Risk mitigation
The Bank actively manages its credit exposure utilizing credit 
hedges, collateral and guarantees. Collateral is security in the form 
of an asset, which serves to mitigate the inherent risk of credit loss 
and to improve recoveries in the event of a default.

The policies and processes for collateral valuation and man-
agement are driven by legal documentation that is agreed with 
the Bank’s counterparties and an internally independent collateral 
management function.

For portfolios collateralized by marketable securities, collat-
eral is valued daily, except as agreed otherwise in contracts or 
other legal documentation. The mark-to-market prices used for 
valuing collateral are a combination of Bank-internal and market 
prices sourced from trading platforms and service providers, as 
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appropriate. The management of collateral is standardized and 
centralized to ensure complete coverage of traded products.

For the mortgage lending portfolios, real estate property is 
valued at the time of credit approval and periodically thereafter, 
according to the Bank’s internal policies and controls, depending 
on the type of loan (e.g., residential or commercial loan), char-
acteristics of the property, current developments in the relevant 
real estate market and the current level of credit exposure to the 
borrower (loan-to-value ratio). If the credit exposure to a borrower 
has changed significantly, in volatile markets or in times of increas-
ing general market risk, collateral values may be appraised more 
frequently. Management judgment is applied in assessing whether 
markets are volatile or general market risk has increased to a 
degree that warrants a more frequent update of collateral values. 
Movements in monitored risk metrics that are statistically different 
compared to historical experience are considered in addition to 
analysis of externally-provided forecasts, scenario techniques and 
macro-economic research. For impaired loans, the fair value of 
collateral is determined within 90 days of the date the impairment 
was identified and thereafter annually or more frequently by credit 
risk management within the impairment review process.

The primary types of collateral typically depend on the type of 
credit transaction. Collateral securing foreign exchange transactions 
and OTC trading activities primarily includes cash and US treasury 
instruments,qG10 government securities and corporate bonds. 
Collateral securing loan transactions primarily includes financial col-
lateral pledged against loans collateralized by securities of clients 
(primarily cash and marketable securities), real estate property for 
mortgages, mainly residential, but also multi-family buildings, offices 
and commercial properties, and other types of lending collateral 
such as accounts receivable, inventory, plant and equipment.

Model risk
Model risk is the risk of adverse consequences from decisions made 
based on model results that may be incorrect, misinterpreted or 
used inappropriately. All quantitative models are imperfect approxi-
mations that are subject to varying degrees of uncertainty in their 
output depending on, among other factors, the model’s complexity 
and its intended application. As a result, modeling errors are unavoid-
able and can result in inappropriate business decisions, financial loss, 
regulatory and reputational risk and incorrect or inadequate capital 
reporting. Model errors, intrinsic uncertainty and inappropriate use 
are the primary contributors to aggregate, Bank-wide model risk.

Through the global model risk management and governance 
framework the Bank seeks to identify, measure and mitigate all 
significant risks arising from the use of models embedded within 
the Bank’s global model ecosystem. Model risks can then be miti-
gated through a well-designed and robust model risk management 
framework, encompassing both model governance policies and 
procedures in combination with model validation best practices.

Operational, compliance and regulatory risk
Operational risk is the risk of financial loss arising from inadequate 
or failed internal processes, people or systems, or from external 

events. Operational risk does not include strategic and reputational 
risks. However, some operational risks can lead to reputational 
issues and as such operational and reputational risks may be closely 
linked. Operational risk is inherent in most aspects of the Bank’s 
business, including the systems and processes that support its 
activities. It comprises a large number of disparate risks that can 
manifest in a variety of ways. Particularly relevant examples of 
operational risk include the risk of fraudulent or unauthorized trans-
actions, damage to physical assets, trade processing errors, busi-
ness disruption and cyber attacks. Operational risk can arise from 
human error, inappropriate conduct, failures in systems, processes 
and controls, deliberate attack or natural and man-made disasters.

Compliance and regulatory risk is the risk from the failure 
to comply with laws, regulations, rules or market standards that 
may have a negative effect on the Bank’s franchise and clients it 
serves. It includes the risk that changes in laws, regulations, rules 
or market standards may limit the Bank’s activities and have a 
negative effect on the Bank’s business or its ability to implement 
strategic initiatives, or can result in an increase in operating costs 
for the business or make its products and services more expensive 
for clients. Examples of sources of compliance risks include cross-
border activities, the risk of money laundering, improper handling 
of confidential information, conflicts of interest, improper gifts and 
entertainment and failure in duties to clients.

To effectively manage operational and compliance risks, the 
Bank-wide ERCF was implemented focusing on the early identifica-
tion, recording, assessment, monitoring, prevention and mitigation 
of these risks, as well as timely and meaningful management report-
ing. The Bank introduced a revised, formal, well-defined operational 
risk framework in 2013, which improved the integration of previously 
separate operational risk processes, providing a more coherent and 
systematic approach to managing all aspects of the operational risk 
landscape. In 2016, the Bank established the ERCF which inte-
grated this operational risk framework and all of its components 
with the compliance risk components to further harmonize the 
Bank’s approach to non-financial risk. As an initial step, the assess-
ment processes for operational and compliance risks in 2016 were 
closely coordinated, resulting in an enhanced risk and control self-
assessment that covers both risk types in a more consistent manner. 
Also, standardized Bank-wide role descriptions were introduced that 
define the responsibilities for identifying, assessing, reporting and 
managing risks across the organization. In 2017, continued progress 
was made in rolling out a systematic key control activities framework 
as part of the ERCF. This framework applies consistent standards 
and approaches to the identification, documentation and assess-
ment of key controls across the Bank. 

The ERCF provides a structured approach to managing opera-
tional and compliance risks. It seeks to apply consistent standards 
and techniques for evaluating risks across the Bank while provid-
ing individual businesses with sufficient flexibility to tailor specific 
components to their own needs, as long as they meet Bank-wide 
minimum standards.

The Bank has used an internal model to calculate the regula-
tory capital requirement for operational risk under the qadvanced 
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measurement approach (AMA) since 2008. This model was 
replaced with an enhanced AMA internal model in 2014, which 
has been approved by qFINMA. In 2017, the Bank updated the 
model structure to further align with the Bank’s divisions and 
expanded the scenario analysis program to address more spe-
cific divisional risk assessments. The Bank also updated its loss 
history and implemented a revised methodology for the measure-
ment of risk-weighted assets relating to operational risk, primarily 
in respect of the Bank’s RMBS settlements.

In addition to managing and mitigating operational risks under the 
ERCF through business- and risk-related processes and organization, 
the Bank also transfers the risk of potential loss from certain opera-
tional risks to third-party insurance companies in certain instances.

Conduct risk
Conduct risk is the risk that improper behavior or judgment by the 
Bank’s employees may result in a negative financial, non-financial 
or reputational impact to its clients, employees or the Bank or neg-
atively impact the integrity of the financial markets. Conduct risk 
may arise from a wide variety of activities and types of behaviors. 
A Bank-wide definition of expectations relating to the conduct of 
the Bank’s employees helps to ensure that the Bank has a com-
mon understanding of and is consistently managing, minimizing 
and mitigating its conduct risk and further promotes standards of 
responsible conduct and ethics in its employees. Managing con-
duct risk includes consideration of the risks generated by each 
business and the strength of the associated mitigating controls. 
Conduct risk is also assessed by reviewing and learning from past 
incidents within the Bank and at other firms in the financial ser-
vices sector. Compliance oversees conduct risk for the Bank.

Technology risk
Technology risk deserves particular attention given the complex 
technological landscape that covers the Bank’s business model. 
Ensuring that confidentiality, integrity and availability of information 
assets are protected is critical to the Bank’s operations. 

Technology risk is the risk that technology-related failures, 
such as service outages or information security incidents, may 
disrupt business. Technology risk is inherent not only in IT assets 
of the Bank, but also in the people and processes that interact 
with them including through dependency on third-party suppliers 
and the worldwide telecommunications infrastructure. The Bank 
seeks to ensure that the data used to support key business pro-
cesses and reporting is secure, complete, accurate, available, 
timely and meets appropriate quality and integrity standards. The 
Bank requires its critical IT systems to be identified, secure, resil-
ient and available and support its ongoing operations, decision-
making, communications and reporting. The Bank’s systems must 
also have the capability, capacity, scalability and adaptability to 
meet current and future business objectives, the needs of custom-
ers and regulatory and legal expectations.

Cyber risk, which is part of technology risk, is the risk that 
the Bank will be compromised as a result of cyber attacks, secu-
rity breaches, unauthorized access, loss or destruction of data, 

unavailability of service, computer viruses or other events that 
could have an adverse security impact.

Technology risks are managed through the Bank’s technology 
risk management program, business continuity management plan 
and business contingency and resiliency plans and feature in the 
Bank’s overall operational risk assessment.

Legal risks
Legal risk is the risk of loss or imposition of damages, fines, pen-
alties or other liability or any other material adverse impact aris-
ing from circumstances including the failure to comply with legal 
obligations, whether contractual, statutory or otherwise, changes 
in enforcement practices, the making of a legal challenge or claim 
against the Bank, its inability to enforce legal rights or the failure to 
take measures to protect its rights. 

Reputational risk
Reputational risk is the risk that negative perception by the Bank’s 
stakeholders, including clients, counterparties, employees, share-
holders, regulators and the general public, may adversely impact 
client acquisition and damage the Bank’s business relationships 
with clients and counterparties, affecting staff morale and reduc-
ing access to funding sources.

Reputational risk may arise from a variety of sources, including, 
but not limited to, the nature or purpose of a proposed transaction 
or service, the identity or activity of a potential client, the regula-
tory or political climate in which the business will be transacted, 
and the potentially controversial environmental or social impacts of a 
transaction or significant public attention surrounding the transaction 
itself. The risk may also arise from reputational damage in the after-
math of an operational risk incident, such as cyber crime or the fail-
ure by employees to meet expected conduct and ethical standards.

Reputational risk is included in the Bank’s risk appetite frame-
work to ensure that risk-taking is aligned with the approved risk 
appetite. The Bank highly values its reputation and is fully commit-
ted to protecting it through a prudent approach to risk-taking and a 
responsible approach to business. This is achieved through the use 
of dedicated processes, resources and policies focused on identify-
ing, evaluating, managing and reporting potential reputational risks. 
This is also achieved by applying the highest standards of personal 
accountability and ethical conduct as set out in the Group’s Code of 
Conduct and the Group’s approach to conduct and ethics. Reputa-
tional risk potentially arising from proposed business transactions 
and client activity is assessed in the reputational risk review process. 
The Group’s global policy on reputational risk requires employees to 
be conservative when assessing potential reputational impact and, 
where certain indicators give rise to potential reputational risk, the 
relevant business proposal or service must be submitted through the 
reputational risk review process.

The RRSC, on a global level, and the reputational risk commit-
tees, on a divisional or legal entity level, are the governing bodies 
responsible for the oversight and active discussion of reputational 
risk and sustainability issues. At the Board level, the Risk Com-
mittee and Audit Committee jointly assist the Board in fulfilling its 
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reputational risk oversight responsibilities by reviewing and approv-
ing the Bank’s risk appetite framework as well as assessing the 
adequacy of the management of reputational risks.

Fiduciary risk
Fiduciary risk is the risk of financial loss arising when the Bank or 
its employees, acting in a fiduciary capacity as trustee, investment 
manager or as mandated by law, do not act in the best interest of 
the client in connection with the advice and management of its cli-
ent’s assets including from a product-related market, credit, liquid-
ity and operational risk perspective.

Assessing investment performance and reviewing forward-
looking investment risks in discretionary client portfolios and 
investment funds is central to the Bank’s oversight program. This 
program targets daily, monthly or quarterly monitoring of all port-
folio management activities with independent analysis provided 
to senior management. Formal review meetings are in place to 
ensure that investment performance and risks are in line with 
expectations and adequately supervised.

Strategic risk
Strategic risk is the risk of financial loss or reputational damage 
arising from inappropriate strategic decisions, ineffective imple-
mentation of business strategies or an inability to adapt business 
strategies in response to changes in the business environment. A 
wide variety of financial, risk, client and market analyses are used 
by the Bank to monitor the effectiveness of its strategies and the 
performance of its businesses against their strategic objectives. 
These include an analysis of current and expected operating con-
ditions, an analysis of current and target market positioning, and 
detailed scenario planning.

Strategic plans are developed by each division annually and 
aggregated into a Bank plan, which is reviewed by the CRO, CFO 
and Chief Executive Officer (CEO) before presentation to the 
Executive Board. Following approval by the Executive Board, the 
Bank plan is submitted for review and approval to the Board. In 
addition, there is an annual strategic review at which the Board 
evaluates the Bank’s performance against strategic objectives and 
sets the overall strategic direction for the Bank. From time to time, 
the Board and the Executive Board conduct more fundamental in-
depth reviews of the Bank’s strategy.
u  Refer to “Strategy” in I – Information on the company for further information.

Use of derivative financial instruments and hedge 
accounting
Business policy for use of derivative financial instruments
Derivatives are generally either privately negotiated OTC contracts 
or standard contracts transacted through regulated exchanges. 
The Bank parent company’s most frequently used freestanding 
derivative products, entered into for trading and risk management 
purposes, include interest rate, q credit default and cross-cur-
rency swaps, interest rate and foreign exchange options, foreign 
exchange forward contracts and foreign exchange and interest 
rate futures.

On the date a derivative contract is entered into, the Bank par-
ent company designates it as belonging to one of the following 
categories: trading activities; a risk management transaction that 
does not qualify as a hedge under accounting standards (referred 
to as an economic hedge); a hedge of the fair value of a recog-
nized asset or liability; or a hedge of the variability of cash flows to 
be received or paid relating to a recognized asset or liability or a 
forecasted transaction.

Economic hedges
Economic hedges arise when the Bank parent company enters 
into derivative contracts for its own risk management purposes, 
but the contracts entered into do not qualify for hedge accounting. 
These economic hedges include the following types:
p interest rate derivatives to manage net interest rate risk on cer-

tain core banking business assets and liabilities;
p foreign exchange derivatives to manage foreign exchange risk 

on certain core banking business revenue and expense items, 
core banking business assets and liabilities; as well as selected 
foreign participations against adverse movements in foreign 
exchange rates;

p credit derivatives to manage credit risk on certain loan portfo-
lios; and

p futures to manage risk on equity positions including convertible 
bonds.

Derivatives used in economic hedges are included as trading 
assets or trading liabilities in the balance sheets.

Hedge accounting
Hedge accounting for the Bank parent company is determined, 
recorded and disclosed in accordance with US GAAP as allowed 
under Swiss GAAP statutory accounting rules.
u  Refer to “Note 13 – Derivative financial instruments” for further information on 
hedge accounting.

Fair value hedges
The Bank parent company designates fair value hedges as part of 
an overall interest rate risk management strategy that incorporates 
the use of derivative instruments to minimize fluctuations in earn-
ings that are caused by interest rate volatility. In addition to hedg-
ing changes in fair value due to interest rate risk associated with 
fixed rate loans, q repurchase agreements and long-term debt 
instruments, the Bank parent company uses:
p cross-currency swaps to convert foreign-currency-denomi-

nated fixed rate assets or liabilities to floating rate functional 
currency assets or liabilities; and

p foreign exchange forward contracts to hedge the foreign 
exchange risk associated with available-for-sale securities.

Cash flow hedges
The Bank parent company designates cash flow hedges as part of 
its strategy to mitigate its risk to variability of cash flows on loans, 
deposits and other debt obligations by using interest rate swaps to 
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convert variable rate assets or liabilities to fixed rates. The Bank 
parent company also uses cross-currency swaps to convert for-
eign-currency-denominated fixed and floating rate assets or liabili-
ties to fixed rate assets or liabilities based on the currency profile 
to which the Bank parent company elects to be exposed. Further, 
the Bank parent company uses derivatives to hedge its cash flows 
associated with forecasted transactions.

Hedge effectiveness assessment
The Bank parent company assesses the effectiveness of hedg-
ing relationships both prospectively and retrospectively. The 

prospective assessment is made both at the inception of a hedg-
ing relationship and on an ongoing basis, and requires the Bank 
parent company to justify its expectation that the relationship will 
be highly effective over future periods. The retrospective assess-
ment is also performed on an ongoing basis and requires the Bank 
parent company to determine whether or not the hedging relation-
ship has actually been effective. If the Bank parent company con-
cludes, through a retrospective evaluation, that hedge accounting 
is appropriate for the current period, then it measures the amount 
of hedge ineffectiveness to be recognized in earnings.

4 Net income from interest activities

Negative interest
Negative interest income is debited to interest income and nega-
tive interest expense is credited to interest expense. 

Negative interest income and expense

in  2017  2016 

Negative interest income and expense (CHF million)     

Negative interest income debited to interest income  (258)  (173) 

Negative interest expenses credited to interest expense  86  137 

5  Net income/(loss) from trading activities and fair 
value option

in  2017  2016 

Net income/(loss) from trading activities and fair value      

option by risk of underlying instruments (CHF million)     

Interest rate instruments 1 (24)  640 

Equity instruments 1 168  (1,074) 

Foreign exchange  217  (662) 

Precious metals  55  129 

Commodities 2 5  (7) 

Credit instruments  (721)  (1,405) 

Other instruments  101  (29) 

Net income/(loss) from trading activities      

and fair value option  (199)  (2,408) 

   of which net income/(loss) from fair value option  (4,750)  (174) 

      of which net income/(loss)      

      from fair value option on liabilities  (4,750)  (174) 

1 Includes trading income/(loss) from related fund investments.
2 Includes energy products.

Trading activities at the Bank parent company level are only moni-
tored and managed for entity-specific capital adequacy purposes 
and are not measured along divisional or individual business lines. 
The trading activities of the divisions or individual businesses are 
only monitored and managed at the Group level based on US 
GAAP metrics.

6 Personnel expenses

in  2017  2016 

Personnel expenses (CHF million)     

Salaries  2,128  2,849 

   of which variable compensation expenses  357  446 

Social benefit expenses  321  598 

   of which pension and other post-retirement expenses  192  387 

Other personnel expenses  99  129 

Personnel expenses  2,548  3,576 

7 General and administrative expenses

in  2017  2016 

General and administrative expenses (CHF million)     

Occupancy expenses  109  288 

Information and communication technology expenses  136  220 

Furniture and equipment  21  40 

Fees to external audit companies  31  30 

   of which fees for financial and regulatory audits 1 22  29 

   of which fees for other services  9  1 

Other operating expenses 2 2,773  2,528 

General and administrative expenses  3,070  3,106 

1 Represents total fees for financial statement, regulatory and related audit services paid by 
legal entity Credit Suisse AG to external audit companies.

2 Partially related to operating expenses charged by affiliated companies for services pro-
vided to the Bank parent company.
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8  Increase/(release) of provisions and other valuation adjustments, losses and extraordinary income and 
expenses

Increase/(release) of provisions and other valuation 
adjustments, and losses

in  2017  2016 

Increase/(release) of provisions and      

other valuation adjustments, and losses (CHF million)     

Increase/(release) of provisions  153  1 77  2

Other losses  3  9 

Increase/(release) of provisions and      

other valuation adjustments, and losses  156  86 

1 Primarily related to an increase in litigation provisions.
2 Primarily related to increases in off-balance sheet provisions and litigation provisions.

Extraordinary income and expenses

in  2017  2016 

Extraordinary income (CHF million)     

Gains realized from the disposal of participations  362  1 39  2

Gains realized from the disposal of tangible fixed assets 3 2  484 

Extraordinary income  364  523 

Extraordinary expenses (CHF million)     

Losses realized from the disposal of participations  (5)  4 0 

Extraordinary expenses  (5)  0 

1 Primarily related to the merger of Credit Suisse (Channel Islands) Limited, the sale of 
Credit Suisse (Monaco) S.A.M. and the merger of another participation.

2 Primarily related to the sale and liquidation of two subsidiaries.
3 Includes realized gains from the sale of real estate (bank premises).
4 Primarily related to the liquidation of a participation.

9 Taxes

in  2017  2016 

Taxes (CHF million)     

Current income tax (expense)/benefit  (324)  (300) 

Non-income-based taxes (expense)/benefit 1 (79)  (104) 

Taxes  (403)  (404) 

1 Includes capital taxes and other non-income based taxes such as UK bank levy expenses.

For the financial year ended December 31, 2017 and 2016, the 
average tax rate, defined as income tax expense divided by the 

sum of profit before income tax, was 59% and (12)%, respec-
tively. Income tax expense for the financial year ended Decem-
ber 31, 2017 and 2016 reflected a benefit of CHF 249 million and 
CHF 167 million, respectively, from the utilization of tax losses 
carried forward. The calculation is based on statutory tax rates 
applied to the taxable profit against which tax loss carry forwards 
were utilized.

10  Assets and liabilities from securities lending and borrowing, repurchase and 
reverse repurchase agreements

end of  2017  2016 

On-balance sheet (CHF million)     

Carrying value of receivables from cash collateral paid for securities borrowed and reverse repurchase agreements – gross  75,668  40,800 

Impact from master netting agreements  (8,991)  (17) 

Carrying value of receivables from cash collateral paid for securities borrowed and reverse repurchase agreements – net  66,677  40,783 

Carrying value of liabilities from cash collateral received for securities lent and repurchase agreements – gross  70,055  21,726 

Impact from master netting agreements  (8,991)  (17) 

Carrying value of liabilities from cash collateral received for securities lent and repurchase agreements – net  61,064  21,709 

Off-balance sheet (CHF million)     

Carrying value of securities transferred under securities lending and borrowing and repurchase agreements  3,856  1,862 

   of which transfers with the right to resell or repledge  667  700 

Fair value of securities received under securities lending and borrowing and     

reverse repurchase agreements with the right to resell or repledge  188,142  97,482 

   of which repledged  139,572  68,268 

   of which resold  688  517 
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11 Collateral and impaired loans

Collateralization of loans
      Secured  1 Unsecured  Total 

    Other       

end of  Mortgages  collateral  Total     

2017 (CHF million)           

Due from customers  43  90,359  90,402  103,588  193,990 

Residential property  3,867  0  3,867  0  3,867 

Offices and commercial property  890  0  890  0  890 

Manufacturing and industrial property  256  0  256  0  256 

Other  63  0  63  0  63 

Mortgage loans  5,076  0  5,076  0  5,076 

Gross loans  5,119  90,359  95,478  103,588  199,066 

Allowance for loan losses  (25)  (351)  (376)  (533)  (909) 

Net loans  5,094  90,008  95,102  103,055  198,157 

   of which due from customers  43  90,008  90,051  103,055  193,106 

   of which mortgage loans  5,051  0  5,051  0  5,051 

2016 (CHF million)           

Due from customers  110  86,613  86,723  95,030  181,753 

Residential property  3,766  0  3,766  0  3,766 

Offices and commercial property  844  0  844  0  844 

Manufacturing and industrial property  306  0  306  0  306 

Other  49  0  49  0  49 

Mortgage loans  4,965  0  4,965  0  4,965 

Gross loans  5,075  86,613  91,688  95,030  186,718 

Allowance for loan losses  (13)  (580)  (593)  (747)  (1,340) 

Net loans  5,062  86,033  91,095  94,283  185,378 

   of which due from customers  110  86,033  86,143  94,283  180,426 

   of which mortgage loans  4,952  0  4,952  0  4,952 

1 Includes the market value of collateral up to the amount of the outstanding related loans. For mortgage loans, the market value of collateral is determined at the time of granting the loan and 
thereafter regularly reviewed according to the Bank parent company’s risk management policies and directives, with maximum review periods determined by property type, market liquidity 
and market transparency. For impaired mortgage loans, the market value of collateral is determined annually or more frequently by credit risk management within the impairment review 
process.

Collateralization of off-balance sheet transactions
      Secured  1 Unsecured  Total 

    Other       

end of  Mortgages  collateral  Total     

2017 (CHF million)           

Contingent liabilities  1  8,273  8,274  66,603  2 74,877 

Irrevocable commitments  439  33,698  34,137  51,402  85,539 

Obligations for calls on shares and additional payments  0  0  0  57  57 

Off-balance sheet transactions  440  41,971  42,411  118,062  160,473 

2016 (CHF million)           

Contingent liabilities  51  10,450  10,501  160,408  2 170,909 

Irrevocable commitments  747  37,999  38,746  56,467  95,213 

Obligations for calls on shares and additional payments  0  0  0  155  155 

Off-balance sheet transactions  798  48,449  49,247  217,030  266,277 

1 Includes the market value of collateral up to the notional amount of the related off-balance sheet transaction. For mortgage-backed off-balance sheet exposures, the market value of collat-
eral is determined at the time of granting the credit facility and thereafter regularly reviewed according to the Bank parent company’s risk management policies and directives, with maximum 
review periods determined by property type, market liquidity and market transparency. For impaired exposures, the market value of collateral is determined annually or more frequently by 
credit risk management within the impairment review process.

2 A majority of contingent liabilities are related to guarantees issued in favor of Group companies.
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Impaired loans
    Estimated     

  Gross  realizable  Net   

  amount  collateral  amount  Specific 

end of  outstanding  value  1 outstanding  allowance 

2017 (CHF million)         

Impaired loans  2,112  1,096  1,016  732 

2016 (CHF million)         

Impaired loans  3,158  2 1,425  1,733  2 973 

1 Represents the estimated realizable collateral value up to the related gross amount outstanding.
2 Prior period has been corrected.

Changes in impaired loans
      2017      2016  1

  Due from  Mortgage    Due from  Mortgage   

  customers  loans  Total  customers  loans  Total 

Impaired loans (CHF million)             

Balance at beginning of period  3,087  71  3,158  2,477  243  2,720 

Change in organization  –  7  7  (198)  2 (189)  2 (387)  2

New impaired loan balances  1,536  110  1,646  3,749  119  3,868 

Increase of existing impaired loan balances  88  13  101  190  10  200 

Reclassifications to performing loans  (182)  (24)  (206)  (1,795)  (43)  (1,838) 

Repayments  (1,235)  3 (27)  (1,262)  (741)  (20)  (761) 

Liquidation of collateral, insurance and guarantee payments  (186)  (11)  (197)  (213)  (46)  (259) 

Write-offs  (846)  0  (846)  (188)  (3)  (191) 

Sales  (177)  (3)  (180)  (177)  0  (177) 

Foreign exchange translation impact  (109)  0  (109)  (17)  0  (17) 

Balance at end of period  1,976  136  2,112  3,087  71  3,158 

Changes in impaired loan classification during the year are reflected on a gross basis.
1 Prior period has been corrected.
2 Reflects the transfer of assets to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG on November 20, 2016, with retrospective effect as of August 1, 2016.
3 Includes CHF 115 million relating to the conversion of a loan into derivative financial instruments.

12 Trading assets and liabilities and other financial instruments held at fair value

Trading assets and other financial instruments held at fair 
value

end of  2017  2016 

Trading assets and other financial instruments      

held at fair value (CHF million)     

Debt securities, money market instruments      

and money market transactions  41,826  13,264 

   of which exchange-traded  2,256  1,968 

Equity securities  5,403  3,172 

Precious metals and commodities  1,400  1,150 

Trading assets  48,629  17,586 

Debt securities  105  104 

Other  217  210 

Other financial instruments held at fair value  322  314 

Total trading assets and other financial instruments      

held at fair value  48,951  17,900 

   of which carrying value      

   determined based on a valuation model  36,731  8,445 

   of which securities eligible for repurchase transactions      

   in accordance with liquidity regulations  1,105  3,118 

Trading liabilities and liabilities from other financial 
instruments held at fair value

end of  2017  2016 

Trading liabilities and liabilities from      

other financial instruments held at fair value (CHF million)     

Debt securities, money market instruments      

and money market transactions  3,418  211 

   of which exchange-traded  260  16 

Equity securities  2,948  1,302 

Trading liabilities  6,366  1,513 

Structured products  60,945  61,411 

Liabilities from other financial instruments      

held at fair value  60,945  61,411 

Trading liabilities and liabilities from      

other financial instruments held at fair value  67,311  62,924 

   of which carrying value      

   determined based on a valuation model  64,157  61,575 

Parent company financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank)

Notes to the financial statements
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13 Derivative financial instruments

      Trading      Hedging  1

    Positive  Negative    Positive  Negative 

  Notional  replacement  replacement  Notional  replacement  replacement 

end of 2017  amount  value (PRV)  value (NRV)  amount  value (PRV)  value (NRV) 

Derivative financial instruments (CHF million)             

Forwards and forward rate agreements  398,951  324  298  0  0  0 

Swaps  4,345,760  7,474  8,334  25,481  271  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  189,387  725  848  0  0  0 

Futures  64,875  0  0  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (exchange-traded)  38,640  0  0  0  0  0 

Interest rate products  5,037,613  8,523  9,480  25,481  271  0 

Forwards and forward rate agreements  1,314,397  9,440  10,394  0  0  0 

Swaps 2 86,161  1,414  1,366  319  223  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  369,530  2,799  2,639  0  0  0 

Futures  179  0  0  0  0  0 

Foreign exchange products  1,770,267  13,653  14,399  319  223  0 

Forwards and forward rate agreements  7,459  47  62  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  10,858  146  78  0  0  0 

Precious metal products  18,317  193  140  0  0  0 

Forwards and forward rate agreements  3  0  0  0  0  0 

Swaps  66,915  2,091  1,398  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  104,895  4,724  4,442  0  0  0 

Futures  1,488  0  0  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (exchange-traded)  6,821  41  417  0  0  0 

Equity/index-related products  180,122  6,856  6,257  0  0  0 

Credit default swaps  19,054  233  656  0  0  0 

Total return swaps  5,717  219  68  0  0  0 

Other credit derivatives  14,418  62  18  0  0  0 

Credit derivatives  39,189  514  742  0  0  0 

Swaps  12,603  1,437  371  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  97  11  4  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (exchange-traded)  3  0  0  0  0  0 

Other derivative products 3 12,703  1,448  375  0  0  0 

Derivative financial instruments 4 7,058,211  31,187  31,393  25,800  494  0 

   of which replacement value determined based on a valuation model  –  30,774  30,962  –  494  0 

1 Relates to derivative financial instruments that qualify for hedge accounting.
2 Including combined interest rate and foreign exchange swaps.
3 Primarily commodity and energy products.
4 Before impact of master netting agreements.
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Derivative financial instruments (continued)
      Trading      Hedging  1

    Positive  Negative    Positive  Negative 

  Notional  replacement  replacement  Notional  replacement  replacement 

end of 2016  amount  value (PRV)  value (NRV)  amount  value (PRV)  value (NRV) 

Derivative financial instruments (CHF million)             

Forwards and forward rate agreements  92,989  32  26  0  0  0 

Swaps  3,570,173  8,914  9,265  23,537  1,523  50 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  101,210  592  797  0  0  0 

Futures  28,120  0  0  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (exchange-traded)  186,052  1  1  0  0  0 

Interest rate products  3,978,544  9,539  10,089  23,537  1,523  50 

Forwards and forward rate agreements  1,119,390  16,741  18,876  0  0  0 

Swaps 2 120,331  3,224  4,718  107  7  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  354,654  5,490  5,554  0  0  0 

Futures  184  0  0  0  0  0 

Foreign exchange products  1,594,559  25,455  29,148  107  7  0 

Forwards and forward rate agreements  7,373  106  90  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  21,138  377  383  0  0  0 

Precious metal products  28,511  483  473  0  0  0 

Forwards and forward rate agreements  1  0  0  0  0  0 

Swaps  39,114  1,475  1,392  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  59,115  2,096  1,995  0  0  0 

Futures  19  0  0  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (exchange-traded)  4,104  33  95  0  0  0 

Equity/index-related products  102,353  3,604  3,482  0  0  0 

Credit default swaps  23,730  856  863  0  0  0 

Total return swaps  2,448  17  98  0  0  0 

Other credit derivatives  20,839  130  136  0  0  0 

Credit derivatives  47,017  1,003  1,097  0  0  0 

Forwards and forward rate agreements  0  0  0  0  0  0 

Swaps  9,918  1,429  519  0  0  0 

Options bought and sold (OTC)  189  10  3  0  0  0 

Other derivative products 3 10,107  1,439  522  0  0  0 

Derivative financial instruments 4 5,761,091  41,523  44,811  23,644  1,530  50 

   of which replacement value determined based on a valuation model  –  41,384  44,664  –  1,530  50 

1 Relates to derivative financial instruments that qualify for hedge accounting.
2 Including combined interest rate and foreign exchange swaps.
3 Primarily commodity and energy products.
4 Before impact of master netting agreements.

Positive and negative replacement values before and after 
consideration of master netting agreements

end of  2017  2016 

Positive and negative replacement values – before     

consideration of master netting agreements (CHF million)     

Positive replacement values – trading and hedging  31,681  43,053 

Negative replacement values – trading and hedging  31,393  44,861 

Positive and negative replacement values – after      

consideration of master netting agreements (CHF million)     

Positive replacement values – trading and hedging 1 9,046  8,098 

Negative replacement values – trading and hedging 1 8,373  8,055 

1 Netting includes counterparty exposure and cash collateral netting.

Positive replacement values by counterparty type

end of  2017  2016 

Positive replacement values      

by counterparty type (CHF million)     

Central clearing counterparties  736  403 

Banks and securities dealers  6,093  4,922 

Other counterparties 1 2,217  2,773 

Positive replacement values  9,046  8,098 

1 Primarily related to bilateral OTC derivative contracts with clients.

Parent company financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank)

Notes to the financial statements
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Fair value hedges

in  2017  2016 

Gains/(losses) on derivative financial instruments      

recognized in income (CHF million)     

Interest rate products  (327)  (492) 

Gains/(losses) on derivative financial instruments      

recognized in income  (327)  (492) 

Gains/(losses) on hedged items      

recognized in income (CHF million)     

Interest rate products  328  496 

Gains/(losses) on hedged items recognized in income  328  496 

Details of fair value hedges (CHF million)     

Net gains/(losses) on the ineffective portion  1  4 

All gains/(losses) are recognized in net income/(loss) from trading activities and fair value 
option.

Cash flow hedges

in  2017  2016 

Deferred unrealized gains/(losses) on      

derivative financial instruments related to      

cash flow hedges (CHF million) 1    

Balance at beginning of period  (25)  15 

Interest rate products  (50)  32 

Gains/(losses) on derivative financial instruments      

deferred during reporting period  (50)  32 

Interest rate products 2 (14)  21 

Deferred gains/(losses) on derivative financial      

instruments reclassified into income  (14)  21 

Transfer of assets to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG      

effective August 1  –  (51) 

Balance at end of period  (61)  (25) 

Details of cash flow hedges (CHF million)     

Net gains/(losses) on the ineffective portion 2 (2)  (1) 

1 Included in the compensation account within other assets or other liabilities.
2 Included in net income/(loss) from trading activities and fair value option.

As of December 31, 2017, the net loss associated with cash flow 
hedges expected to be reclassified from other assets and other 
liabilities to the statement of income within the next 12 months 
was CHF 30 million.

As of December 31, 2017, the maximum length of time over 
which the Bank parent company hedged its exposure to the vari-
ability in future cash flows for forecasted transactions, excluding 
those forecasted transactions related to the payment of variable 
interest on existing financial instruments, was five years.
u  Refer to “Use of derivative financial instruments and hedge accounting” in 
Note 3 – Risk management, use of derivative financial instruments and hedge 
accounting for further information.
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14 Financial investments

end of    2017    2016 

  Carrying  Fair  Carrying  Fair 
  value  value  value  value 

Financial investments (CHF million)         

Debt securities  17,498  17,515  6,267  6,274 

   of which held-to-maturity  13,505  13,522  3,428  3,435 

   of which available-for-sale  3,993  3,993  2,839  2,839 

Equity securities  1,026  1,048  622  622 

   of which qualified participations 1 821  841  455  456 

Real estate 2 38  38  36  36 

Other 3 29  29  31  31 

Financial investments  18,591  18,630  6,956  6,963 

   of which securities eligible for repurchase transactions in accordance with liquidity regulations  6  –  0  – 

1 Includes participations held in financial investments with at least 10% in capital or voting rights.
2 Real estate acquired from the lending business (repossessed assets) and classified as held-for-sale is carried at lower of cost and liquidation value.
3 Includes other non-financial assets acquired from the lending business (repossessed assets) such as commodities, vehicles and other goods.

Debt securities by counterparty rating

end of  2017  2016 

Debt securities by counterparty rating (CHF million) 1    

AAA to AA–  3,993  2,611 

BB+ to B–  55  128 

No rating 2 13,450  3,528 

Debt securities  17,498  6,267 

1 Ratings are based on external data from Standard & Poor’s.
2 Mainly related to funding in the form of bail-in capital provided to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG.

15 Other assets and other liabilities

end of  2017  2016 

Other assets (CHF million)     

Compensation account  1,831  181 

Indirect taxes and duties  136  133 

Other 1 407  949 

Other assets  2,374  1,263 

Other liabilities (CHF million)     

Indirect taxes and duties  24  26 

Other 2 540  419 

Other liabilities  564  445 

1 Includes receiveables from settlement accounts, coupons, internal clearing accounts and 
other miscellanenous assets.

2 Includes payables from settlement accounts, accounts payable for goods and services 
purchased, internal clearing accounts and other miscellanenous liabilities.

16 Assets pledged

end of    2017    2016 

  Carrying  Actual  Carrying  Actual 
  value  liabilities  value  liabilities 

Assets pledged (CHF million) 1        

Due from customers  94  94  221  221 

Trading assets  27,010  26,396  372  217 

Assets pledged  27,104  26,490  593  438 

1 Excludes assets pledged in connection with securities lending and borrowing, repurchase 
agreements and reverse-repurchase agreements.

Parent company financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank)

Notes to the financial statements
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17 Pension plans

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank parent company’s 
did not have any liabilities due to own pension plans.
u  Refer to “Note 29 – Pension and other post-retirement benefits” in VIII – 
 Consolidated financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank) for further information.

Swiss pension plan
The Bank parent company’s employees are covered by the  pension 
plan of the “Pensionskasse der Credit Suisse Group AG  (Schweiz)” 
(the Swiss pension plan). Most of the Group parent company’s 
Swiss subsidiaries and a few companies that have close business 
and financial ties with the Group parent company participate in this 
plan. The Swiss pension plan is an independent self-insured pen-
sion plan set up as a trust and  qualifies as a defined contribution 
plan (savings plan) under Swiss law.

The Swiss pension plan’s annual financial statements are 
prepared in accordance with Swiss GAAP FER 26 based on the 
full population of covered employees. Individual annual financial 
statements for each participating company are not prepared. As a 
multi-employer plan with unrestricted joint liability for all participat-
ing companies, the economic interest in the Swiss pension plan’s 
over- or underfunding is allocated to each participating company 
based on an allocation key determined by the plan.

International pension plans
The Bank parent company’s international employees are covered 
by mandatory and supplementary pension plans in various loca-
tions. These are defined benefit and defined contribution plans, 
which cover benefits such as disability, old age and death, termina-
tion and sickness.

Employer contribution reserves
                Increase/(Release) of 
                employer contribution 
    Employer contribution    Amount subject    Employer contribution    reserves included in 
    reserves – notional    to waiver    reserves – net  1   personnel expenses 

end of / in  2017  2016  2017  2016  2017  2016  2017  2016 

CHF million                 

Swiss pension plan  20  20  0  0  20  20  0  (2) 

Total  20  20  0  0  20  20  0  (2) 

1 In line with Swiss GAAP statutory accounting guidance, contributions to the employer contribution reserves are not recorded in the Bank parent company’s statutory balance sheet.

Pension plan economic benefit/(obligation), pension contributions and pension expenses
          Economic benefit/        Pension expenses 
    Over/(Under)      (obligation) recorded by        included in 
    -funding      Bank parent company  2   Pension contributions    personnel expenses 

end of / in  2017  2016  2017  2016  Change  2017  2016  2017  2016 

CHF million                   

Swiss pension plan – status overfunded  887  1 726  1 –  –  –  182  362  182  362  3

International pension plans – underfunded  (20)  (8)  (20)  (8)  (12)  0  0  (11)  4 

International pension plans – without                    

over-/underfunding  0  0  0  0  0  21  21  21  21 

Total  867  718  (20)  (8)  (12)  203  383  192  387 

1 Represents the Bank parent company’s share of 39.0% and 58.9% in the total over/(under)funding of the Swiss pension plan of CHF 2,275 million and CHF 1,233 million as of Decem-
ber 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively.

2 In line with Swiss GAAP statutory accounting guidance, the Bank parent company’s economic benefit from its share in the overfunding of the Swiss pension plan is not recorded in the Bank 
parent company’s statutory balance sheet.

3 Includes a release of employer contribution reserves of CHF 2 million.
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18 Issued structured products

end of        2017        2016 

  Not         Not        
  bifurcated  1   Bifurcated  Total  bifurcated  1   Bifurcated  Total 

  Liabilities        Liabilities       

  from other        from other       

  financial        financial       

  instruments  Value of      instruments  Value of     

  held at  underlying  Value of    held at  underlying  Value of   

  fair value  2 instrument  derivative  1   fair value  2 instrument  derivative  1  

Carrying value of issued structured products by underlying risk                  

of the embedded derivative (CHF million)                 

Interest rates                 

   Structured products with own debt  14,414  0  0  14,414  16,505  0  0  16,505 

   Structured products without own debt  773  0  0  773  736  0  0  736 

Equity                 

   Structured products with own debt  37,694  0  0  37,694  36,331  0  0  36,331 

Foreign exchange                 

   Structured products with own debt  644  0  0  644  420  0  0  420 

   Structured products without own debt  0  528  (2)  526  0  723  (4)  719 

Commodities / precious metals                 

   Structured products with own debt  2,226  0  0  2,226  1,455  0  0  1,455 

   Structured products without own debt  0  56  0  56  0  83  (2)  81 

Credit                 

   Structured products with own debt  5,082  0  0  5,082  5,793  0  0  5,793 

Other 3                

   Structured products with own debt  112  0  0  112  171  0  0  171 

Total  60,945  584  (2)  61,527  61,411  806  (6)  62,211 

1 Carried at fair value.
2 Reflects balance sheet classification.
3 Includes structured products where the underlying risk relates to hedge funds or other products with multiple underlying risks.

19 Unsecured senior debt and structured notes

end of      2017      2016 

    Original      Original   

  Original  maturity    Original  maturity   

  maturity  greater    maturity  greater   

  up to 1 year  than 1 year  Total  up to 1 year  than 1 year  Total 

Unsecured senior debt (CHF million)             

Total unsecured senior debt 1, 2 7,662  81,107  3 88,769  5,495  91,968  3 97,463 

   of which recorded in medium-term notes      0      0 

   of which recorded in bonds and mortgage-backed bonds      88,769      97,463 

Unsecured structured notes (CHF million)             

Total unsecured structured notes  10,116  4 50,171  60,287  2,452  58,223  60,675 

   of which recorded in liabilities from other financial instruments held at fair value      60,172      60,675 

   of which recorded in bonds and mortgage-backed bonds      115      0 

1 Includes guaranteed debt.
2 Excludes senior unsecured debt included in due to banks and customer deposits as well as certificates of deposits and bankers acceptances.
3 Includes bail-in instruments of CHF 31,503 million and CHF 22,423 million as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively, with Credit Suisse Group AG.
4 Since 2017, maturity is determined based on the first date at which a noteholder can request repayment. In 2016, maturity was determined based on the original maturity date.

Parent company financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank)

Notes to the financial statements
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20 Provisions and valuation adjustments

  Balance        Foreign    New     

  at  Change  Utilized    exchange  Recoveries,  charges  Releases  Balance 

  beginning  in orga-  for  Reclassifi-  translation  interest  to income  to income  at end 

2017  of period  nization  purpose  cations  differences  past due  statement  statement  of period 

Provisions (CHF million)                   

Provisions for pension benefit obligations  8  22  0  –  0  –  2  (12)  20  1

Provisions for off-balance sheet default risks  206  0  (3)  0  (8)  0  133  (175)  153  2, 3

Provisions for other business risks  17  (1)  (2)  0  0  0  17  (1)  30  2

Restructuring provisions  28  (2)  (47)  0  0  0  63  (28)  14  4

Other provisions  329  (12)  (181)  0  (2)  1  201  (5)  331  5

Provisions  588  7  (233)  0  (10)  1  416  (221)  548 

Valuation adjustments for default and country risks (CHF million) 6                  

Valuation adjustments for default                    

and country risks  1,342  0  (870)  0  (46)  65  1,191  (773)  909 

   of which valuation adjustments for default risks                    

   from impaired receivables  974  0  (870)  0  (31)  65  967  (373)  732 

   of which valuation adjustments for inherent risks  368  0  0  0  (15)  0  224  (400)  177 

1 Partially discounted at rates between 1.20% and 7.00%.
2 Provisions are not discounted due to their short-term nature.
3 Provisions are mainly related to irrevocable loan commitments and guarantees.
4 Partially discounted at rates between 0.1% and 1.35%.
5 Includes provisions in respect of litigation claims of CHF 275 million and CHF 257 million as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, respectively; partially discounted at rates between 2.90% 

and 16.50%.
6 Changes in impaired loan classification during the year and related movements in valuation adjustments are reflected on a gross basis.

21 Composition of share capital, conversion and reserve capital

end of    2017    2016 

    Total     Total  
    nominal value    nominal value 

  Quantity  (CHF million)  Quantity  (CHF million) 

Share capital         

Registered shares (at CHF 1 par value per share)  4,399,680,200  4,400  1 4,399,680,200  4,400  1

Share capital    4,400    4,400 

Conversion and reserve capital 2        

   Unlimited conversion capital (at CHF 1 par value per share) 3 unlimited  unlimited  unlimited  unlimited 

Reserve capital (at CHF 1 par value per share) 4 4,399,680,200  4,400  4,399,665,200  4,400 

   of which used for capital increases  0  0  0  0 

   of which reserved for planned capital increases  0  0  0  0 

1 The dividend eligible capital equals the total nominal value. As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the total nominal value of registered shares was CHF 4,399,680,200 and fully paid.
2 Represents authorized capital.
3 For information on principal characteristics of unlimited conversion capital, refer to Article 4d in the Articles of Association of the Bank parent company.
4 For information on principal characteristics of reserve capital, refer to Article 4e in the Articles of Association of the Bank parent company.

Non-distributable reserves
As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the amount of non-distrib-
utable reserves in accordance with the Swiss Code of Obliga-
tions and the Bank parent company’s articles of association was 
CHF  2,200 million. Not reflected in this amount are reserves 
which the Bank parent company is required to retain in order to 
meet the regulatory capital requirements as a going concern.

Transactions with shareholders
In 2016, the Group parent company made an a-fonds-perdu con-
tribution in kind (i.e., without consideration) of CHF 4 million to the 
Bank parent company consisting of 100% participating interests in 
FIDES Treasury Services AG. FIDES Treasury Services AG was 
subsequently transferred to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG in connec-
tion with the transfer of assets on November 20, 2016.
u  Refer to “Statement of changes in equity” and “Note 1 – Business activities, 
developments and subsequent events” for further information on transactions 
with shareholders.
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22 Significant shareholders and groups of shareholders

end of      2017      2016 

    Total      Total   

  Number  nominal  Share-  Number  nominal  Share- 

  of shares  value  holding  of shares  value  holding 

  (million)  (CHF million)  (%)  (million)  (CHF million)  (%) 

Direct shareholders             

Credit Suisse Group AG  4,400  1 4,400  100.00  4,400  1 4,400  100.00 

Indirect shareholders through Credit Suisse Group AG 2            

Chase Nominees Ltd. 3 567  567  12.88  705  705  16.03 

Nortrust Nominees Ltd. 3 242  242  5.49  237  237  5.39 

The Bank of New York Mellon 3 –  –  –  4 226  226  5.14 

Crescent Holding GmbH  –  –  –  4 224  224  5.10 

1 All shares with voting rights.
2 Pro-forma numbers calculated based on the percentage interest held in Group shares as per the share register of the Group on December 31 of the reporting period. Includes shareholders 

registered as nominees or ADS depositary bank.
3 Nominee holdings exceeding 2% are registered with a right to vote only if the nominee confirms that no individual shareholder holds more than 0.5% of the outstanding share capital or if 

the nominee discloses the identity of any beneficial owner holding more than 0.5% of the outstanding capital.
4 Participation was lower than the disclosure threshold of 5%.

Information received from shareholders of the Group 
parent company not registered in the share register
In addition to the shareholdings registered in the share register of 
the Group parent company, the Group has obtained the follow-
ing information from its shareholders and reported it to the SIX 
Swiss Exchange (SIX) in accordance with the notification require-
ments of the Swiss Federal Act on Financial Market Infrastruc-
tures and Market Conduct in Securities and Derivatives Trading. 
These shareholders may hold their shareholdings in Group shares 
through a nominee.

In a disclosure notification that the Group published on Novem-
ber 9, 2013, the Group was notified that as of November 4, 2013, 
Harris Associates L.P. held 81.5 million shares, or 5.17%, of the 
registered Group shares issued as of the date of the notified trans-
action. No further disclosure notification was received from Harris 
Associates L.P. relating to holdings of registered Group shares 
since 2013. This position includes the reportable position of Harris 
Associates Investment Trust (4.97% of the voting rights), as pub-
lished by the SIX on November 28, 2017.

In a disclosure notification that the Group published on May 12, 
2017, the Group was notified that as of May 8, 2017, Norges 
Bank held 106.1 million shares, or 5.08% of the voting rights, of 
the registered Group shares issued as of the date of the notified 
transaction. In a disclosure notification that the Group published 
on February 15, 2018, the Group was notified that Norges Bank’s 
shareholdings and voting rights of Group shares had fallen below 
the 5% threshold as of February 13, 2018.

In 2017, the Group received disclosure notifications from The 
Olayan Group and The Capital Group Companies, Inc. that their 
holdings of registered Group shares and voting rights had fallen 
below the 5% threshold. BlackRock, Inc.’s as well as Qatar Hold-
ing LLC’s holdings of registered Group shares and voting rights 
remained below the 5% threshold both as of December 31, 2017 
and as of December 31, 2016.

Shareholders with a qualified participation
As of the date of the most recent notification received by the Group 
on August 16, 2017, Qatar Investment Authority (through Qatar 
Holding LLC) held approximately 4.94% of the Group’s common 
shares and 10.97% purchase rights in the form of contingent con-
vertible capital instruments, which will be converted into shares 
only in situations where the Group no longer meets specific regula-
tory capital requirements. As of the date of the most recent notifi-
cation received by the Group on June 2, 2017, The Olayan Group 
(through Crescent Holding GmbH) held approximately 4.93% of 
the Group’s common shares and 5.29% purchase rights consist-
ing of 5.242% purchase rights in the form of contingent convert-
ible capital instruments, which will be converted into shares only 
in situations where the Group no longer meets specific regulatory 
capital requirements, and 0.048% from short put options. In addi-
tion to the Group, which is the direct shareholder of the Bank par-
ent company, Qatar Investment Authority and The Olayan Group 
are shareholders with a qualified participation in accordance with 
Bank Law.
u  Refer to “Note 24 – Amounts receivable from and amounts payable to related 
parties” for further information on shareholders with a qualified participation.
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23  Shareholdings of the Board of Directors, Executive Board and employees and  
information on compensation plans

u  Refer to “V – Compensation” for a comprehensive disclosure of compensation 
to the Board of Directors and the Executive Board of Credit Suisse Group AG.

u  Refer to “Note 22 – Shareholdings of the Board of Directors, Executive Board 
and employees” in VII –  Parent company financial statements – Credit Suisse 
Group for information on shareholdings of the Board of Directors and the Execu-
tive Board of the Bank parent company.

Share-based awards outstanding

end of    2017    2016 

  Number    Number   

  of share-    of share-   

  based    based   

  awards    awards   

  outstanding  Fair value in   outstanding  Fair value in  
  in million  CHF million  in million  CHF million 

Share-based awards 1        

Employees  21.7  377  19.8  290 

Share-based awards  21.7  377  19.8  290 

1 All share-based compensation plans of the Bank parent company are plans based on virtual shares and either settled in shares of the Group or in cash on the basis of the fair value of the 
Group shares.

All members of the Board of Directors and the Executive Board 
of the Bank parent company are also members of the Board of 
Directors and the Executive Board of the Group parent company. 
Compensation to members of the Executive Board is determined 
by the Group parent company on the basis of their overall function 
and responsibilities in the Group and paid by different legal entities 
of the Group depending on work location, local contracts, laws and 
regulations. A presentation of deferred share-based compensa-
tion awards to members of the Executive Board recorded by the 
Bank parent company would not appropriately reflect the Execu-
tive Board of the Bank parent company, as it would only consider 
those members for whom compensation is administrated by the 
Bank parent company.

As of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank parent company 
did not have any option plans with outstanding options.

Compensation plans
For 2016, the Bank parent company granted share awards, per-
formance share awards and Contingent Capital Awards (CCA) as 
deferred compensation in February 2017. 

Deferred compensation is awarded to employees with total 
compensation greater than or equal to CHF/USD 250,000 or the 
local currency equivalent. Employees with total compensation below 
CHF/USD 250,000 or the local currency equivalent received vari-
able incentive compensation in the form of an immediate cash award. 
Performance share awards were granted to managing directors and 
material risk takers and controllers, CCA were granted to managing 
directors and directors.

For 2017 and 2016, all share-based compensation plans of the 
Bank parent company were either settled in shares of the Group par-
ent company (Group shares) or in cash on the basis of the fair value 
of the Group shares.

Share awards
Share awards granted in February 2017 are similar to those 
granted in January 2016. Each share award granted entitles the 
holder of the award to receive one Group share, subject to service 
conditions. Share awards vest over three years with one third of 
the share awards vesting on each of the three anniversaries of the 
grant date (ratable vesting), with the exception of awards granted 
to individuals classified as risk managers or senior managers under 
the UK PRA Remuneration Code. Share awards granted to risk 
managers vest over five years with one fifth of the award vesting 
on each of the five anniversaries of the grant date, while share 
awards granted to senior managers vest over five years commenc-
ing on the third anniversary of the grant date, with one fifth of the 
award vesting on each of the third to seventh anniversaries of the 
grant date. Share awards are expensed over the service period of 
the awards. The value of the share awards is solely dependent on 
the Group share price at the time of delivery. 

On February 15, 2017, the Bank parent company granted 6.5 
million share awards with a total value of CHF 100 million. The num-
ber of share awards granted to employees was generally determined 
by dividing the deferred component of variable compensation being 
granted as share awards by the average price of a Group share over 
the ten consecutive trading days ended February 28, 2017. The fair 
value of each share award was CHF 15.42, the Group share price on 
the grant date. The majority of share awards granted include the right 
to receive dividend equivalents on vested shares.

Performance share awards
Managing directors and all qmaterial risk takers and controllers 
(employees whose activities are considered to have a potentially 
material impact on the Group’s risk profile) received a portion of 
their deferred variable compensation in the form of performance 
share awards. Performance share awards are similar to share 
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awards, except that the full balance of outstanding performance 
share awards, including those awarded in prior years, are sub-
ject to performance-based malus provisions. Performance share 
awards granted in 2015 were subject to a negative adjustment 
in the event of a negative strategic return on equity (ROE) of the 
Group, which was calculated based on Core Results, adjusted for 
the goodwill impairment charge related to the re-organization of 
the former Investment Banking division. However, following the 
change in the Group’s financial reporting structure in 2015, the 
strategic ROE is no longer calculated, and consequently, any neg-
ative adjustment to performance share awards is subject to the 
discretion of the Compensation Committee. Starting in 2016, the 
ROE calculation is based on adjusted results, which the Compen-
sation Committee considered as the most accurate reflection of 
the operating performance of the businesses.

Performance share awards granted from 2016 and onward are 
subject to a negative adjustment in the event of a divisional loss by the 
division in which the employees worked as of December 31, 2017, 
or a negative ROE of the Group, whichever results in a larger adjust-
ment. For employees in corporate functions and the Strategic Resolu-
tion Unit, the negative adjustment only applies in the event of a nega-
tive ROE of the Group and is not linked to the performance of the 
divisions. The basis for the ROE calculation may vary from year to 
year, depending on the Compensation Committee’s determination for 
the year in which the performance shares are granted.

On February 15, 2017, the Bank parent company granted 4.3 
million performance share awards with a total value of CHF 65 million. 
The number of performance share awards granted to employees was 
generally determined by dividing the deferred component of variable 
compensation being granted as performance share awards by the 
average price of a Group share over the ten consecutive trading days 
ended February 28, 2017. The fair value of each performance share 
award was CHF 15.42, the Group share price on the grant date. The 
majority of performance share awards granted include the right to 
receive dividend equivalents on vested shares.

Contingent Capital Awards
CCA were granted in February 2017 and January 2016 to manag-
ing directors and directors as part of the 2016 and 2015 deferred 
variable compensation and have rights and risks similar to those 
of certain contingent capital instruments issued by the Group in 
the market. CCA are scheduled to vest on the third anniversary 
of the grant date, other than those granted to individuals clas-
sified as risk managers or senior managers under the UK PRA 
Remuneration Code, where CCA vest on the fifth and seventh 
anniversaries of the grant date, respectively, and will be expensed 
over the vesting period. CCA provide a conditional right to receive 
semi-annual cash payments of interest equivalents until settled, 
with rates being dependent upon the vesting period and currency 
of denomination:

p CCA granted in 2017 and 2016 that are denominated in US 
dollars receive interest equivalents at a rate of 4.27% and 
5.41%, respectively, per annum over the six-month US dollar 
qLondon Interbank Offered Rate (LIBOR) and vest three, five 
or seven years from the date of grant;

p CCA granted in 2017 and 2016 that are denominated in 
Swiss francs receive interest equivalents at a rate of 3.17% 
and 4.23%, respectively, per annum over the six-month Swiss 
franc LIBOR and vest three years from the date of grant;

p CCA granted in 2017 that are denominated in Swiss francs 
receive interest equivalents at a rate of 3.03% per annum over 
the six-month Swiss franc LIBOR and vest five years from the 
date of grant; and

p CCA granted in 2017 that are denominated in Swiss francs 
receive interest equivalents at a rate of 2.93% per annum over 
the six-month Swiss franc LIBOR and vest seven years from 
the date of grant.

The rates were set in line with market conditions at the time of 
grant and existing high-trigger and low-trigger contingent capital 
instruments that the Group has issued. For CCA granted in Febru-
ary 2017, employees who received compensation in Swiss francs 
received CCA denominated in Swiss francs and all other employ-
ees received CCA denominated in US dollars.

As CCA qualify as going-concern loss-absorbing capital of the 
Group, the timing and form of distribution upon settlement is sub-
ject to approval by qFINMA. At settlement, employees will receive 
either a contingent capital instrument or a cash payment based 
on the fair value of the CCA. The fair value will be determined by 
the Group. In the case of a cash settlement, the CCA award will 
be converted into the local currency of each respective employee.

CCA have loss-absorbing features such that prior to settle-
ment, the principal amount of the CCA would be written down 
to zero and forfeited if any of the following trigger events were to 
occur:
p the Group’s reported common equity tier 1 (CET1) ratio falls 

below 7%; or 
p FINMA determines that cancellation of the CCA and other 

similar contingent capital instruments is necessary, or that the 
Group requires public sector capital support, in either case to 
prevent it from becoming insolvent or otherwise failing.

On February 15, 2017 and January 19, 2016, the Bank parent 
company awarded CHF 37 million and CHF 35 million, respec-
tively, of CCA that are expensed over the vesting period from the 
grant date.

Other cash awards
Other cash awards include certain share and performance share 
awards settled in cash.

Parent company financial statements – Credit Suisse (Bank)
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Deferred compensation expenses

in  2017  2016 

Deferred compensation expense (CHF million)     

Share awards 1 125  72 

Contingent Capital share awards  9  4 

Performance share awards  87  28 

Contingent Capital Awards (cash awards)  40  33 

Other cash awards  24  20 

Discontinued plans 2 1  3 

Deferred compensation expense  286  160 

1 Includes special share awards.
2 Includes all plans that are discontinued but may still incur deferred compensation expense 

until final vesting of the related awards.

24 Amounts receivable from and amounts payable to related parties

end of    2017    2016 

  Amounts  Amounts  Amounts  Amounts 

  receivable  payable  receivable  payable 

Amounts receivable from and/or payable to related parties (CHF million)         

Shareholders with a qualified participation  3,514  22,790  3,011  11,595 

Group companies  210,033  141,812  196,262  84,846 

Affiliated companies  688  561  6,193  530 

Members of governing bodies 1 37  103  28  54 

1 Includes both the governing bodies of the Bank parent company (Credit Suisse AG) and the governing bodies of the Group holding company (Credit Suisse Group AG). Governing bodies 
include members of the Board of Directors, the Executive Board and the statutory auditors and companies controlled by members of each of these bodies.

Significant off-balance sheet transactions
As part of the normal course of business, the Bank parent com-
pany issues guarantees, loan commitments and enters into other 
agreements with group companies which are recorded as off-
balance sheet transactions by the Bank parent company. As of 
December 31, 2017 and 2016, the Bank parent company had 
contingent liabilities of CHF 70,015 million and CHF 164,684 mil-
lion, respectively, and irrevocable loan commitments of CHF 3,395 
million and CHF 2,036 million, respectively, of which substantially 
all were related to transactions with group companies.

As shareholder of Credit Suisse International, an unlimited 
company incorporated in England and Wales, the Bank parent 
company has joint and several unlimited obligations to meet any 
insufficiency in the assets in the event of liquidation. 

Additional information on related party transactions
Transactions (such as securities transactions, payment transfer 
services, borrowings and compensation for deposits) with related 
parties are carried out on an arm’s length basis.
u  Refer to “Off-balance sheet transactions”, “Statement of changes in equity” 
and “Note 1 – Business activities, developments and subsequent events” for fur-
ther information on related party transactions.

Sales and Trading Services
On November 20, 2016, with retrospective effect between the 
parties as of August 1, 2016, the Bank parent company entered 
into a contractual relationship with Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG. 
The purpose of this contractual relationship is to collaboratively 
operate the Swiss portion of the former STS business while act-
ing independently, with each of Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG and 
the Bank parent company acting in its own name externally and 
not in joint name. The collaboration does not have legal effects 
for external parties and has been entered into for a fixed mini-
mum period of three years, renewable in three year increments. 
Net profits of the collaboration are shared equally between the 
Bank parent company and Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG. Net 
losses are shared equally between the Bank parent company and 
Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG, with the maximum loss participation 
for Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG limited to 50% of the aggregated 
gains reported by the parties with respect to the collaboration for 
the preceding three financial years. For the three financial years 
until December 31, 2018, including Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG’s 
first financial year from August 1 to December 31, 2016, the maxi-
mum loss participation is determined by a fixed amount for the 
first year, and by a combination of a fixed amount and a variable 
amount depending on prior period net profits with respect to the 
collaboration for the following two years.
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25 Total assets by country rating

end of    2017    2016 

Internal ratings 1 CHF million  2 %  CHF million  2 % 

Total assets by internal country rating (CHF million)         

AAA  165,966  28.8%  162,068  31.9% 

AA  253,537  44.0%  186,255  36.7% 

A  34,106  5.9%  31,273  6.2% 

BBB  13,190  2.3%  15,751  3.1% 

BB  9,103  1.6%  6,232  1.2% 

B  5,227  0.9%  3,549  0.7% 

CCC  6,943  1.2%  7,793  1.5% 

CC  0  0.0%  1,325  0.3% 

C  41  0.0%  0  0.0% 

D  156  0.0%  0  0.0% 

Foreign assets  488,269  84.7%  414,246  81.6% 

Domestic assets  87,949  15.3%  93,554  18.4% 

Total assets  576,218  100.0%  507,800  100.0% 

1 Internal ratings are calibrated to the long-term issuer credit ratings of Standard & Poor’s for the respective sovereigns. Internal country ratings may differ from Standard & Poor’s respective 
country ratings.

2 Net balance sheet exposure by country rating of risk domicile.

26 Fiduciary transactions

end of  2017  2016 

Fiduciary transactions (CHF million)     

Fiduciary placements with third-party institutions  2,729  2,757 

Fiduciary transactions  2,729  2,757 

27 Assets under management

Assets under management
Assets under management include assets for which the Bank 
parent company provides investment advisory or discretionary 
asset management services, investment fund assets and assets 
invested in other investment-fund-like pooled investment vehi-
cles managed by the Bank parent company. The classification of 
assets under management is conditional upon the nature of the 
services provided by the Bank parent company and the clients’ 
intentions. Assets are individually assessed on the basis of each 
client’s intentions and objectives and the nature of the banking 
services provided to that client. In order to be classified as assets 
under management, the Bank parent company must currently or 
in the foreseeable future expect to provide a service where the 
involvement of the Bank parent company’s banking or investment 
expertise (e.g., as asset manager or investment advisor) is not 
purely executional or custodial in nature.

Assets under custody are client assets held mainly for execu-
tion-related or safekeeping/custody purposes only and therefore 
are not considered assets under management since the Bank par-
ent company does not generally provide asset allocation or finan-
cial advice.

Assets of corporate clients and public institutions that are used 
primarily for cash management or transaction executional pur-
poses for which no investment advice is provided are classified as 
commercial assets or assets under custody and therefore do not 
qualify as assets under management.

For the purpose of classifying assets under management, cli-
ents with multiple accounts are assessed from an overall rela-
tionship perspective. Accounts that are clearly separate from 
the remainder of the client relationship and represent assets 
held for custody purposes only are not included as assets under 
management.
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The initial classification of the assets may not be permanent as 
the nature of the client relationship is reassessed on an on-going 
basis. If changes in client intent or activity warrant reclassifica-
tion between client asset categories, the required reclassification 
adjustments are made immediately when the change in intent or 
activity occurs.

Reclassifications between assets under management and 
assets held for transaction-related or custodial purposes result in 
corresponding net asset inflows or outflows.

A portion of the Bank parent company’s assets under manage-
ment results from double counting. Double counting arises when 
assets under management are subject to more than one level of 
asset management services. Each separate advisory or discretion-
ary service provides additional benefits to the client and represents 
additional income for the Bank parent company. Specifically, dou-
ble counting primarily results from the investment of assets under 
management in collective investment instruments managed by the 
Bank parent company. The extent of double counting is disclosed 
in the following table.

Assets under management

end of  2017  2016 

Assets under management (CHF billion)     

Assets in collective investment instruments      

managed by Credit Suisse AG  0.2  68.9 

Assets with discretionary mandates  88.5  166.8 

Other assets under management  391.3  345.4 

Assets under management (including double counting)  480.0  581.1 

   of which double counting  –  6.5 

Changes in assets under management
  2017  2016 

Changes in assets under management (CHF billion)     

Assets under management at beginning of period 1 581.1  1,015.8 

Net new assets/(Net asset outflows)  28.0  21.1 

Market movements, interest, dividends and foreign exchange  31.3  12.2 

   of which market movements, interest and dividends 2 33.2  7.0 

   of which foreign exchange  (1.9)  5.2 

Other effects  (160.4)  3 (468.0)  4

Assets under management at end of period 1 480.0  581.1 

1 Including double counting.
2 Net of commissions and other expenses and net of interest expenses charged.
3 Includes a reduction in assets under management of CHF 167.6 billion related to the trans-

fer of the Swiss-related asset management business from the Bank parent company to 
Credit Suisse Asset Management (Schweiz) AG.

4 Includes a reduction in assets under management of CHF 508.1 billion related to the 
transfer of assets from the Bank parent company to Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG on 
November 20, 2016, with retrospective effect as of August 1, 2016, partially offset by the 
impact of Credit Suisse (Schweiz) AG’s assets that remained invested in  products man-
aged by the Bank parent company.

Net new assets
Net new assets measure the degree of success in acquiring assets 
under management or changes in assets under management 
through warranted reclassifications. The calculation is based on 
the direct method, taking into account individual cash payments, 
security deliveries and cash flows resulting from loan increases or 
repayments. Interest and dividend income credited to clients and 
commissions, interest and fees charged for banking services are 
not taken into account when calculating net new assets, as such 
charges are not directly related to the Bank parent company’s suc-
cess in acquiring assets under management. Similarly, changes in 
assets under management due to currency and market volatility as 
well as asset inflows and outflows due to the acquisition or divesti-
ture of businesses are not part of net new assets.
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Proposed appropriation of retained earnings
Proposed appropriation of retained earnings

end of  2017 

Retained earnings (CHF million)   

Retained earnings carried forward  0 

Net profit  225 

Retained earnings available for appropriation  225 

Dividend  10 

Retained earnings to be carried forward  215 
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